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A B S T R A C T

The use of post-tensioning prestressed concrete members is

becoming increasingly popular in the United ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
requirements are becoiting greater and the use of post-tensioned

concrete members is the most economical solution for many of these

longer spans. •~~.. .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. - . . . -

~~

Problems have arisen in the design of the anchorage zones

of these members, however, as the post-tensioning force has caused

cracking in several instances. The anchorage zone itself is a com-

plicated stress region influenced by many different factors. While

there have been numerous analytical studies of the stresses present

in the anchorage zone, a general lack of insight into the nature of

stresses present and the influence of various parameters on their

distribution persists.

The exploratory investigation reported herein was undertaken

to more closely examine the stresses found in the anchorage zone,

utilizing the analysis method of photoelasticity. The investigation

was to design an appropriate photoelastic model, develop appropriate

testing procedures, and then conduct a series of tests varying

anchorage zone parameters to determine their influence on the

stresses created in the anchorage zone.

After designing a photoelastic model to represent an

existing post-tensioned concrete member anchorage zone and develop-

ing a testing procedure for the photoelastic analysis, a series of

nine tests was conducted examining the effects of various parameters

such as anchorage system type, load eccentricity, the use of multiple

anchors, and tendon duct inclination. Reco~~endations were presented

for the conduct of future photoelastic testing and for areas of

V
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further investigation into the nature of stress distributions in

anchorage zones. Conclusions were drawn concerning the effects of

certain parameters on the stress distribution in the anchorage

zone.
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C H A P T E R  1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Dtscussiori

The use of post-tensioned pres tressed concrete members in
construction is becoming increasingly popular in the United States.

Span-length requirements are becoming larger, and the use of post—
tensioned concrete members in many cases offers  the most economical

solution for these larger spans. With this increased popularity,
however , certain design problem areas have been identified . The

proper design for the anchorage zones for these members is certainly

• one of these areas. The anchorage zone or end block of a post-

tensioned concrete member is an extremely complicated area when

• considering the distribution of stresses. There is not a great deal

of informa tion for the proper design of anchorage zones provided the

designer.
1 Recently problems have developed in several post-tensioned

struc tures , due to cracking in the webs of their members, caused by

stresses crea ted in the ~rnchorage zones. 5 7  While there have been

many analytical and some experimental investigations of the stresses

crea ted in anchorage zones , their results have not been widely pub-

lished nor have they led to the generation of general design proce-

dures. The problems encountered in these recently constructed

structures indicate, however , the need for more exact design proce-

dures and a better insight into the stresses created in the anchorage

zone. Since this problem is associated with the cracking of the con-

crete and does not necessarily greatly affect the ultimate strength

of the structure, the problem may be cons idered to be one of

serviceability. Generally, prestreased concrete is considerid

• 1

/ 
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elastic until the formation of first cracking. In this case, since

cracking occurs with essentially linear stress-strain relations, a

method based on elastic analysis should provide insight into the
problem. Photoelasticity has been used in the past with consider-

able success in the analysis of elastic regions with highly comp lex
stress distributions ,9’12 ’13 ’14”7 The study of the stresses created
in the anchorage zone of a post-tensioned concrete member would

appear to lend itself to a photoelastic investigation. This is not

a new idea , and there have been limi ted photoelas tic investigations
of anchorage zones in the past.

2’3’4 These investigations, however,
have ignored many typical parameters and , thus, limited themselves
to very unrealistic situations. This photoelastic investigation was

initiated to go deeper into the subject by exploring numerous condi-

tions typical of complex post-tensioning applications.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The objectives of this study were:

(1) The development of a two-dimensional photoelastic model of
the anchorage zone of a thin-web post-tensioned pres tressed
concrete member.

(2) The development of a photoelas tic testing procedure for
these models.

(3) The completion of a series of photoelastic tests to gain
insight into the development of stresses in typical anchor-
age zones.

(4). Identification of important parameters which affect the
distribution of stress in the anchorage zone. (Figure 1.1
shows the variety of parameters which can affect the dis-
tribution of stresses and gives an indication of the corn-

— 
-
. plexity of the problem.)

(5) Development of a source of direc tly measured data which
could be used to verify other analytical or numerical methods
of analysis.

(6) Development of insight into the efficient and accurate con-
duc t of fu ture photoelastic studies in the same area.

1• 

— ,~~~~~~~~-—— ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- —-_ , - 
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The scope of the study included a series of nine two-

dimensional photoelastic tests. There were a variety of reasons

why a two-dimensional study was selected as opposed to a three-

dimensional study, even though the problem is in reality three-
dimensional in nature. A three-dimensional test is much more dif-

ficult to conduct than a two-dimensional test and requires a great

deal more in the way of facilities and specialized equipment)3 A

three-dimensional investiga tion requires much more time than a two-

dimensional investigation. The estimated time required to conduct

a series of nine three-dimensional investigations would be prohibi-

tive and would have taken two to three times the time required for

a similar two-dimensional investigation. Since this was an exp lora-
tory investigation, the improvement in results expected from con-

ducting a three-dimensional investigation as opposed to a similar

two-dimensional investigation was not deemed critical enough to

warran t the increase in time, equipment, and expense.

A major consideration in deciding on the scope of the

testing program was the development of both an anchorage system

model and an end block or anchorage zone model which reflected the

proper dimensional relationships. An actual prototype post-

tensioned concrete member would have to be selected and the models

scaled and designed to reflect the existing prototype. Also, the
models would have to be designed in such a manner that the actual

methods which created stress in the prototype would be reflected in

the model. The model would have to be versatile enough to show the
effec ts of various parameters such as tendon duct geometry and
anchorage system type.

The two-dimensional photoelastic study was conducted along

two planes of reference through the prototype anchorage zone. The

first plane of reference was the ver tical plane running along the

length of the tendon duct [see Fig. 1.2(a)], cutting through t.ge web

of the post-tensioned member. Christodoulides had shown in an
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6

earlier two-dimensional study that this plane appeared to be the

critical plane for creation of stresses in the mem ber.2’
4 The

second plane of r.f.r.nce was a cross-sectional plane through the

web of the member [Fig. 2.1(b)]. This plane was used to study the
effects of the local tendon pressure due to the tendon duct in

members with inclined or parabolic tendon duct geometries.

1.3 Problem Background

While extensive analytical and experimental investigations

have been carried out in post-tensioned concrete, the behavior of

anchorage zone stresses in post-tensioned concrete is still rela-

tively unknown. Recently, several s truc tures have developed prob-
lems with cracks forming in the webs of post-tensioned members

near the anchorage zone. Figure 1.3(a) shows the cracking which

developed in the web of a segmental box girder bridge on the John F.

Kennedy Memorial Causeway in Corpus Christi, Texas, and Fig. 1.3(b)
shows the cracking produced in a scale model of the same structure

during an investigation conducted by Cooper.
5 Dilger and Ghal i7

made a stud y of the web cracking found in a post- tensioned pre-

stressed box girder brid ge , and Fig. 1.3(c) shows the typical crack

patterns found in the webs of those post-tensioned members. Investi-

gators , however, desp ite the need for design guidance indicated by

these troubled struc tures , are not in agreement concerning the dis-
tribution of stresses in the anchorage zone. While several different

analytical models have been developed by Ross,
18 Gers tner and

10 22 8 22 22 ,23
Zienkiewics, Sievers , Douglas and Trahair , Bleich , Iyengar ,

Magnel 8 and Guyon22 (to name some of the more prominent), and some

experimental work conducted by investigators such as Christodoulides,
2’3

and Zielinski and Rowe,24 ’25 there is still no firm agreement on the

distribution of stresses in the anchorage zone, nor is there any

f irm consensus on the effec ts of such variables as load eccentrici ty

or tendon duct geometry. 

~~~~~-.. . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~.- -—- -~~~ —--- . . -- ,• - - , - - - --- - - - - -  - -
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(a)  TYPICAL WEB CRACK CREATED DURING POST-TENSION ING OF
JOHN E KENNEDY MEMORIAL CAUSEWAY , CORPUS CHRISTI , TEXAS.

(b) TYPICAL CRACKING DUE TO POST-TENSIONING FOUND BY COOPER.

DILGER & GHALI

INS IDE OF WEB

JOINT __ _ -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_ “ 
-

PIE R 2
(c) TYPICAL WEB CRACKING FOUND BY DIL.GER AND GHALI.

Fig. 1.3 Typical crack patterns developed in existing structures
due to post-tensioning 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The analytical models all produ ce the same general
distribution for both longitudinal and transverse stress, but they
vary with respect to magnitude and specific orientation.

Figure 1.4(a) through (f) shows the distribution and magnitude sug-

gested for the transverse and longitudinal stresses produced in the

anchorage zone by various investigators for similar loading condi-
tions. Note that while all the investigators predict the same gen-

eral shapes, there are marked differences in magnitude and orientation
for the anchorage zone stresses predicted .

Another problem with the existing studies is that they deal

with overly simplified models which depict unrealistic anchorage

zone situations and neglect the ef fe cts of a broad range of variables
such as tend on presence, anchorage eccentricity, and the presence of

internal anchorage systems . Modern structures employ complex anchor-

age sys tems which may be offse t, incl ined , and consist of multiple
systems which extend internally into the end block . The existing

analytical and experimental investigations are not sufficient to pre-

dict the stresses created in the anchorage zorm s of these structures.

The designer is left without guidance concerning the design of the

anchorage zone. The American Concrete Institute Building Code

(ACT 318-71) provides only the following extremely limited design

guidance for end regions for prestressed concre te: 1

Reinforcement shalt be provided when required in the anchor-
age zone to resist bursting, horizontal splitting , and spalling
forces induced by the tendon anchorages. Regions of abrupt
change in section shall be adequately reinforced .

End blocks shall be provided when required for end bearing
or for distribution of concentrated prestressing forces.

Post-tensioning anchorages and the supporting concrete
shall be designed to support the maximum jacking load at the
concrete strength at time of pres tressing and the end anchorage
region shall be designed to develop the guaranteed ultimate
tensile strength of the tendons at a 0 of 0.90 for the concrete.

- -- - .-— -- - - - -  - -— —-~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~ - -—- a a~ - - - - - ~~ - . .
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These Code requirements offer no guidance in estimating the stresses

created in the anchorage zone. Designers must consider stresses

created by certain loading conditions when there is almost no agree-

ment among current investigators as to the actual magnitude of the

stresses created nor a method provided to calculate them. There is,

therefore, a need for a comprehensive research program to investigate

the nature of stress in the anchorage zone of typical post-tensioned

concrete members , to provide insight into the distribution of stresses
in the anchorage zone, and to generate des ign criteria to assis t the

designer.

1.4 Organization of This Investigation

This two-dimensional photoelastic investigation is included

in a much larger research program which is underway at The University

of Texas at Austl.n to determine typical post-tensioned concrete anchor-

age zone bursting stresses. The study includes these photoelastic

studies as well as a fini te-element analysis, and a comprehensive

program of direct model testing. The photoelastic study was built

upon the previous work of Cooper,5 who conducted an investigation
into anchorage performance in post-tensioned thin-web box girder

models. Cooper ’s models of an existing structure--the John F.

Kennedy Memorial Causeway in Corpus Christi, Texas--were used as the
basis for design of the photoelas tic models , so that they would
reflect an actual existing structure. The anchorage system models

were also greatly influenced by Cooper ’s work so they would reflect

prominent actual coimnercial anchorage systems. A series of nine

separa te tes ts was conduc ted to determine the feas ibili ty of the
photoelas tic model des igned, to develop good photoelastic testing
procedures ,and to study the effec ts of various parameters on the
creating of stress in the anchorage zone.

The investigation is presented in the following manner.

Chapter 2 consists of a discussion of the basic theory of
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photoelasticity and the general procedures employed to conduct and

analyze a photoelastic test. Chapter 3 discusses design considera-

tions and the actual models used to represent the prototype anchorage

systems and thà anchorage zones for the nine-test series. Each test

in the series is discussed separately. The loading system emp loyed
during the testing is explained , and a discussion of the problems
encountered during the testing with respect to the models and the

loading system id presented . Chapter 4 prese ts and discusses the
test data from dach of the nine tests in detail. Chapter 5 provides
a discussion of the observations made concerning the design of the

tes t models and procedures used to conduct the photoelastic investi-
gation. Chapter 5 also analyzes the data presented in Chapter 4,

with respect to various parameters which the tes ts were intended to
investigate and presents conclusions concerning those parameters.
Chapter 6 gives the final reconinendations for the conduct of further

photoelastic tests, and for further investigation into the distribu-

tion of anchorage zone stresses. Chapter 6 also includes a su~~ary

of results obtained from the photoelastic investigation concerning

the distribution of stresses i~ the anchorage zone.

. .- --- -~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- --
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C H A P T E R  2

PRINCIPLES OF iWO-DIMENSIONAL PROTOELA STICITY

2.1 Theory of Photoelasticity

Relatively simple stress distribution problems can be

handled successfully by mathematical methods. There are, however,
many more complicated practical problems for which mathematical

methods are inadequate. These more complicated problems require the

use of experimental procedures. The photoelastic method is one of

the best known and most useful of these experimental stress analysis

methods and is widely used to solve for stress distributions in more
9,12,13,14

complicated members. The photoelastic method is based upon

the fact that, when certain transparent materials are stressed , their
optical properties are changed and this change is measurable and can

— 

be directly related to the change in stress in the material. A

model is constructed from a suitable material and is loaded in the

same manner as the prototype. By a study of the optical properties

of the model, the stress distribution in the model can be determined.

Depending on the accuracy of the modeling process, the distribution

can be related to the prototype. In this manner the actual state of

stress ~n the prototype can be approximated and a better understand-

ing of what stresses actually exist and are created in the prototype

can be obtained.

Since the theory of photoelasticity is related very closely

to many principles of optics, it is necessary to briefly review a

few of these principles. Photoelasticity can be explained satis-

factorily by means of the ether-wave theory of light. This theory

states that light is the result of transverse vibration in a plane

containing the ray of light, of all the particles lying along the

14
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ray. It is further assumed that all these particles lie along a

sinusoidal curve, the amplitude of which is 2a and the wavelength

of which is x (sea Fig. 2.1). Assume that there are two particles

m and n which vibrate between points A and B and C and D, respec-

tively. Also, at time, t — 0, these particles are assumed on the

solid curve in Fig. 2.1. Suppose that at some other time t1 these

particles have moved to positions m1 and n1 and now lie on the

dashed curve. The effect of this transverse vibration of the

particles has been to cause the curve connecting them to move to

the right along the ray a distance t~Z.

The rate of the apparent movement of the curve along the

ray is called the velocity of light and is constant for the given

medium through which the light is passing. For the sinusoidal curve

to pass one point entirely, it is necessary that the particles of
the wave undergo one complete cycle of vibration. The frequency of

the particle vibrations is, therefore, the same as the frequency of

the harmonic curve as it passes a given point. It is this frequency

of vibration, f, which determines the color of light and is constant

for any given color regardless of the medium through which the ray

is passing. White light is light composed of waves of all fre-

quencies. The velocity of light is equal to the produc t of the

length of one complete wave and the frequency with which the waves

pass a given point, or

v — Xf

Since the frequency for any given color of light is constant, the

wavelength of that color varies directly with the velocity which is

dependent on the medium through which the light is passing.

Since light is composed of waves, its individual components

may be represented mathematically in the form

S s a c o s ~~~~~(Z - A Z + Z 0)

~ I~~
.o..— -- — ————- — --- -

- __-_~~~---- ----
.- ~~~~

-
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where S — magnitude of vertical displacement of vibrating particle
Z — distance along the ligh t ray from some reference point

AZ — vt — A f t

a — amplitude of vibration

Z — a constant which shows initial horizontal displacement

In the case of light with just one frequency (monochromatic light)

and in which both Z and Z0 are equal to zero, the equation above may
be reduced to the following expressions:

2iTS — a cos -~~~~ (vt)

S — a c o s ~~~~~(X ft)

S — a cos (2rrf) t

S— a c o s pt, wherep — 2nf

This final form shows that the magnitude of displacement varies

harmonically with time, and that the light has a color dependency

on the frequency, as indicated by the proportionality factor p.

The concept of polarized light is important to photoelasticity

and should be defined . Ordinary light consists of waves vibrating

in all planes which can be passed through the ray. If these vibra-

tions are controlled in some manner or restricted to certain planes

passing through the ray, then the light is said to be polarized. If

the vibrations are restricted to one plane only, the light is said

to be “plane polarized”. Such light need not be monochromatic and

may be produced by passing ordinary light through a Nicol prism, a

Polaroid sheet, or some other device known as a “polarizer” (see

Fig. 2.2).

If , however , after passing through the polarizer, the light
consists of two waves of equal amplitude and wavelength but is

vibrating in perpendicular planes and is one-quarter of a wavelength

out of phase, it is said to be “circularly polarized”. This light

___________ .
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is the product of passing plane-polarized monochromatic light

through a ‘quarter-wave p1ate~I . The “quarter-wave plate” is some

permanently doubly refractive material, the axes of which are set at

45~ to the plane of polarization of the entering light. The thick-

ness of the plate is such that one of the two component waves is

slowed up a quarter of a wavelength with respect to the other. The

component waves emerge on the far side of the quarter-wave plate

one-quarter wavelength out of phase, equal in amplitude, and vibrating

in perpendicular planes (see Fig. 2.3).

These fundamental concepts of the theory of light are

needed to understand the actual theory of photoelasticity. Photo-

elasticity is the study of the stress distribution in a transparent

material which is supporting an induced load and which remains in

the elastic state. This study is accomplished by polarizing light

and passing it through the material and then bringing this light
back into the same plane of action by passing it through a final

— polarizer called an “analyzer”. The patterns created by the inter-

ference and relative phase differences in this light as it is brough t

together give the necessary information to recons truct the s tress
distribution in the model due to the loading. The entire concept of

photoelasticity is founded on two fundamenta l optics laws of photo -

elasticity concerning what happens to light as it passes through a
13

material which has induced stresses.

(1) Light passing through a material containing stresses

is polarized in the direc tions of the principal s tress axes
and is transmitted only on the planes of principal stress.

(2) The velocity of transmission in each principal plane is
dependent on the intensities of the principal stresses in
these two planes and obeys the following equations which have

been simplified from a general case to represent situations

of plane stress and normal incidence of light 

~~~~ -~~-~-- ~~~~~ —-- -- - --~~ --—- . —-- ----~~~-~~_ - ~~- 
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62 N2 - N — B a1 +Aa 2
where ~ — change in refractive index on No. 1 principal

plane

62 — change in refractive index on No. 2 principal
plane

N — refractive index of unstressed material
0

N1 — refractive index of No. 1 principal plane
- V/V1

N2 — refractive index of No. 2 principal plane

a1~ ~2 
— princtpal stresses in material where the light

is passing through the medium

A , B — photoelastic constants of the material

The refractive index is the ratio of the respective velocities of

light as it passes through two separate mediums

Velocity in 1st Medium
— - Index of Refracti.on — Velocity in 2nd Medium

A direct relationship can be derived using the second optics law

of photoelasticity between the properties of the propagated light

and the internal stresses of the medium through which the light

passes.

6 - 62 — N 1 
- N2 — (A - B)(O

1 
- a2 )

6
1 

- 62 — C(~ 1 
- a2 ) where C — (A - B)

From the definition of the refractive index

V(V2 - V1)
P, - 61 2 V1 V2 

V1V2

where V — velocity of light in unstressed material

V1 — velocity of light along stress plane No. I

V2 — velocity of light along stress plane No. 2

- - -

~ 

- ---- ~~~~~~--~~~~-—~~~~~-- - -
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V(V2 - ‘S’ 
)
1 — C(a1 

_
~~2

) (1)
12

If h represents the thickness of the photoelas tic material along

the path of the light , then

ht — —

1 V1 where t1 and t
2 

— respective times of

— 
h passage of light through

2 V2 the medium

and V - V
t1 

— t2 _ h ( F -
~~

— )  — h (  2 1 )
1 2 1 2

Therefore

V - V  t - t
2 1~~~~l 2 (2)
V1V2 h

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1)

t - t
V( h

and
- t2 — ~~~~ - 

~~ 
(3)

and

p (e1 
- t2

) — P[ 
~~~ 

(a 1 - a2)]

Equation (3) shows that the phase difference of light waves

emerging from the model, p(t1 - t
2
), is directly proportional to

the difference between the principal stresses. It is also propor-

tional to the model thickness h and an optic constant for the

material and surrounding medium C/V. “Thus any method that can be

employed to determine this phase difference can be used as a measure
,,13

of the difference between the principal stresses.

_________________________________ — -———-—-~ ~ -— —~~~ -- - - .  —~~~~-- -- ~~~~~~~~~~~ - _ ~~ —_ — -‘— -- -— .. ~-— —— - --— - -—
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Figure 2.4 shows a schematic representation of the

photoelastic principle. Below the schematic path of the light are

vector representations of the light displacement and its appropriate

mathematical expression during the course of the light’s journey

from the source through the polarizer and model until it is brought

into the same plane by the analyzer. Note that as the light travels

through the model it is oriented along the principal stress axes and

goes through phase modification. If the analyzer ’s plane of trans-

mission is at right angles to the polarizer’s plane of transmission,

the components of the two vibrations emerging from the model which

will be transmitted by -the analyzer are represented by

a cos ~ sin a cos P(t - t 1)

and a sin a coo 0. cos p(t - t2)

After passing through the analyzer, these components will lie in

the same plane and they may be added algebraically to give the

expression for the resulting vibration.

a cos a sin ~(cos P(t - t

1

) - cos p(t - t
2

)]
t
l

- t
2 

tl + t 2Resultant — a sin 2a sin ~~ 2 ~ ~~~~~~~ P(t - 2 (4)

The resultant light amplitude leaving the analyzer is a

function of the angle 0. (principal stress axes) and the phase dif-

ference p(t1 
- t

2
) and, thUB , is influenced by the direction of

principal stress and the difference in principal stress.

By examining Eq. (4) it may be shown that a dark spot will

occur on the light emerging from the analyzer at every point where

tl - 
t

2a sin 2a sin p( 2 )— 0

These dark spots are usually linked together to form loci repre-

senting one of two conditions. The first condition is when 0. — 0, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _
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or 900. The loci of such points are called “isoclinics” and they
are the locus of points where the principal axes of stress all
have the same orientation with some reference axes, such as the

axes of the plane of propagation of the polarizer. This is a very

useful fact, since by rotating the polarizer through a series of

known orientations with a reference axes and recording the isoclinics

for each orientation of the polarizer, the orientation of the prin-

cipal axes of stress at any point in the model may be determined .

The second condition creating a locus of dark spots is when
t

1 

- t

2

sin p ( 2
This condition will take place at all locations where

tl - 
t

2

2 ~ — 0 or niT where n = any integer

Conversely, a a~axiinum intensity will take place at all locations

where
tl - t 2 1~rP( 2 ~ — or (n -i- 1/2)(n) a — any integer

A series of ligh t and dark contours are crea ted which are known as

“isochromatics”. Since it has previously been shown that phase dif-

ference in light waves is directly proportional to principal stress

difference, then these isochromatic fringes relate points of equal

difference in principal stress.

tl - 
t2

2 ) is proportional to (01 
- 02)

and

01 
- 0 — ~~ (t1 

- t
2) Eq. (3)

There fore

(o i 
- 02) — x n (5)

where f — V/C — a material cons tant determined experimentally

h — thickness of material light passes through

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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n — order of interference of isochromatic line since n is
- tl - t 2directly related ~~ 2 

-

Thus , through photoelasticity and the laws of op tics , for
any given point on a model , two very important properties of the
stress at that point can be determined . One property is the value

of the angle of the axes of principal stress with a predetermined
axis of orientation. The second property is the value of the differ-

ence in the principal stresses at a point. The difference in prin-

cipal stresses will give directly the maximum shear stress at any
point in the model and will give the actual stress at the boundary

of the model , since one of the principal stresses a t a free edge is
equal to zero. From the isoclinic parameters recorded , the stress

trajectories may be plotted which give an overall graphic representa-

tion of the directions of the principal stresses (see Sec. 2.4).

Also , the value of stress at any inter ior point may be calculated
f rom the data obtained by a photoelastic analysis. There are

several methods available for the determina tion of stress at inter ior
points. The”Shear Difference Methocf’of stress determination at

interior points was employed in this study and will be discussed

later in greater detail.

There is one problem in photoelasticity which must be care-

fully avoided . Since both isoclinics and isochromatics are created

at the same time, greA t care muøt be taken to know which is which.

To eliminate isoclinics from isochromatics, the use of circularly
polarized light and a quarter-wave plate is employed. The circularly

polar ized ligh t will not disrup t the phase difference of light as it
passes through the model , bu t it will reor ient the planes of propaga-
tion of the light from the polarizer to the analyzer in such a manner

as to eliminate the creation of isoclinics (see Fig. 2.3). To pre-

vent isochromatics from interfering with isoclinics, a small load is

applied to the model which creates very small stresses and , hence,

few isochromatics , but still will properly align the axes of

L - ~~~~~- _ —- -
~~~~~~~
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principal stress and produce the required isoclinics which are

independent of magnitude of stress.

2.2 Photoelastic Testing Equipment
and Procedures

The principal piece of equipment in a photoelastic study

is the polariscope. The polariscope is an arrangement of optical

equipment which when employed together transmit, polarize, and

record light waves in such a manner as to make use of the optical

laws of photoelasticity and allow for the determination of and
orientation of the -stresses within the model being studied . The

components of a polariscope will vary with the type of polariscope
being used . There are two basic types of polariscopes, transmission

and reflection. This discussion will be limited to the transmission

polariscope , as it was the type employed for the study.

The transmission polariscope works by ac tually passing light
through a transparent medium as opposed to reflecting the ligh t

from the surface of a nontransparent medium which is how the reflec-

tion polariscope works. The transmission polariscope may be further

broken d own into a plane polariscope or a circular polariscope. The

plane polariecope does not employ the quarter-wave plates and, hence,

is used in the recording of isoclinics. The circular polariscope

does employ the quarter-wave plates and by circularly polarizing the

light, eliminates the creation of isoclinics and allows only iso-

chromatics to be formed (see Fig. 2.3).

The basic components of the transmission polariscope con-

sist of the following (see Fig. 2.5):

(1) ligh t source and collimator
(2) polarizer
(3) quarter-wave plate
(4) analyzer
(5) photoelastic specimen and loading apparatus
(6) method of recording data

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -~~~~~~—— —~~ .—-_~ -~_ - - - - -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -.
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The light source for the polariscope should have the capability of

being either a white light source or a monochromatic source (only

one frequency of light produced). This will require the necessary

filters to remove all light frequencies but the single desired fre-

quency for the monochromatic light. The lamp itself should be very

powerful and it is suggested that a mercury vapor lamp or a lamp of

equivalent strength be employed . A collimator should be used to

direct and focus the light into the desired region. The polarizer

and analyzer are both used to polarize the light from the source
onto one plane of propagation. The polarizer orients the light

prior to its pass~~g through the model and the analyzer takes the

light after it has passed through the model and reorients it into

one comson plane for analysis. The quarter-wave pla tes, as men-

tioned before , are used to circularly polarize the light from the
polarizer so that ligh t will be transmitted through the analyzer
even if the polarizer and analyzer are set at right angles to one

another and would fail to transmit light without the quarter-wave

plates (a comaon setup). The photoelastic specimen and loading

apparatus are designed to simulate the prototype being studied and

to approximate its actual loading conditions as closely as possible.

The experimenter should determine what method of recording the forma-

tion of the isoclinics and isochromatics he desires to utilize. He

may employ a camera and take photographs of the data or he may just

use a screen to observe what is formed . It should be remembered,

however, that most solutions for photoelastic studies require hours

of analysis and the method of recording the da ta should in most
cases be permanent if it is to be useful.

The polarizer and analyzer may be thought of as slots which

will only pass the components of the light wave which are parallel

to the slot. If the transmission planes of the polarizer and

analyzer are at right angles to each other and no stressed model is

present, then the light will be completely extinguished. If a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~-~~~~~~
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stressed model is placed in the light’s path between the polarizer

and analyzer, it will break the light into two components along its

axes of principal stress and the analyzer will pass that component

of the light which is parallel to its slot. This situation is

known as a “dark field polariscope,” since only the model appears

light and the surrounding field is dark. The isoclinics will appear

as dark lines, since the polarizer and axis of principal stress are

the same and no componen t of ligh t passing through the model is

created which the analyzer will transmit. Black isochromatic fringes

will represent integral orders of interference. If, on the other

hand , the polarizer slot and analyzer slot are parallel to each
other , then all light will be passed and the opposite situation is

— crea ted , in that isoclinic lines are now light and black isochroma tic
— fringes now indicate half orders of interference. Such a situation

is descr ibed as a “light field polariscope,” since the background to
the model is now light.

The quarter-wave plate may be thought of as a slot which

transmits light waves at a 450 angle to the polarizer and analyzer
(Fig. 2.3). One is usually placed before and after the model to
eliminate the transmission of isoclinics by not allowing light trans-

mitted along a principal axis of stress in a model to orient itself

with the analyzer in such a manner that no component of it can be

transmitted by the analyzer. Since there are two quarter-wave plates,

they may either augment each other by being oriented along the same

4~ axis or they may be in opposition by being oriented along opposite

45~ axes or 9~ apart from each other.

During the course of the photoelastic study, the polarizer

and analyzer and the quarter-wave plates will be rotated through

various orientations to properly record the isoclinics for various

angular changes from the reference axis and to properly record the

isochromatic pattern. The experimenter must cons tantly keep in mind 

_ - - - - - - - - -~~~— - - - ---~~~.- — -~~~--.- -- - -
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the orientation of his polariscope and the type of field being used

to produce his data, if he is to properly analyze his data.

Table 2.1 discusses the basic polariscope orientations and gives

the type of field produced , along with the integral values for the

fringe constants in each case~
3

The basic procedures to conduc t a photoelastic s tudy of a
- 

- test specimen are not complicated . Once the proper model and

loading system have been designed , the process is identical for
almost every two-dimensional photoelastic study. The polariacope

is posi tioned and the op tics are checked to ensure the proper
settings and focal distances for all lenses, so tha t clear , precise

pictures are created . Orientations are checked to ensure the light

rays are normal to the plane of the model. The unloaded model is

checked to assure no residual stresses are present which would con-

fuse the actual data from the loading. If residual stresses are

present, then corrective action must be taken to remove them prior
to testing. If the model is clear of residual stresses , then load
is introduced to the model. Using a circular polariscope to elimi-

nate isoclinics and recording the type field employed (Table 2.1),

the development of isochromatic fringes are cErefully observed so

that the proper fringe order of interference (n) can be given to

each fringe. When sufficient isochroma tic fringes have been devel-

oped and ensuring the model is still elastic (no cracking), then
the isochromatic pattern is recorded , usually using a camera. The

picture is properly indexed and the values of applied load and per-

tinent data are properly tabulated . The load is then reduced on the

model and the quarter-wave plates are removed from the polariscope

creating a plane polariacope. Sufficient load is left to create

isoclinic lines, but to minimize isochromatic interference. Also,

the use of white light will facilitate this separation, since iso-

chromatics (except for zero order isochromatics) will be of varying

colors and isoclinics will be black as long as a dark field

~
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PLANE TRANSMISSION POLARISCOPE

M

CIRCULAR TRANSMISSION POLARISCOPE

:etII ::I :~:)_ C:~D:i:It:::OuU
S MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT SOURCE 

-

Fs  LIGHT FILTER
Lz LENSE AND COLLIMATOR
p • POLARIZER (WITH VARIABLE PLANE OF TRANSM ISSION)
X/4~ QUARTE R WAVE PLAT E
A • ANALYZER(WITH VARIABLE PLANE OF TRANSMISSION)
C - CAMERA OR RECORDING DEVICE
M • MODEL

Fig. 2.5 Transmission polariscope schematics
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orientation is used. The planes of propagation of the polarizer

and analyzer are kept crossed and are calibrated to a set of

reference axes. Pictures are then recorded from the isoclinic

patterns created as the axes of the polarizer and analyzer are

rotated through 90° at set increments, so that the correspond ing
orientation of the principal axes of stress to the reference axes

may be recorded . Care is taken to record the orientation of the

axes of the polarizer and analyzer with the chosen reference axes
F for each recorded drawing , in order that all data may eventually

be placed on one drawing containing all the isoclinic parameters

for each angular rotation of the polarizer and analyzer. Once this

has been completed , all necessary data have been recorded . For all

points on the model , the directions of the principal stresses , the

difference between the principal stresses , and the individual values

of the principal stresses along free boundaries are now known.

2.3 The Shear Difference Me thod of
Stress Determination at an
Interior Point

The final data necessary for a comp lete photoelastic s tud y

is the determination of the value of stress at interior points

within the model. While there are various methods to accomplish

this task, one of the simplest, and the one employed in this study,

is the Shear Difference Method .6’9’~
2’~

3’14 This method is derived

quite readily from the theory of elasticity. The theory of elas-

ticity gives the following relationship

~~~~ ~~
XY +~~~_ O (6)

~1.
1+ ~~‘~~+ y _ 0  (7)
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where ox~ 
a~, — normal stresses on the x and y planes

— shearing stress intensity on the x and y planes
x, y — body forces per unit volume in the x and y

directions

If the above equations are integrated and the body forces are set

equal to zero since their influence is usually very small In com-

parison with the effect of the app lied load , Eqs. (6) and (7) may

be rewritten in the form below:

- - 

r 
dx (8)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

- (9)

where (o ) , (,y ) values of and 0 at a given locationx 0 }‘
~ 
0 which is known or ~an be obtained

These integrals may be closely approximated by using small

finite particles and summing finite increments. The resulting

expressions are approximations which , depending on the size of the

increments between elements , can be quite accurate .

_ 

~°x~o 
- 

~ 
Ax (10)

(7 — ((7
y
)~ - V 

xy (11)

These final expressions may be used to determine the value of stress

at internal points in the model using only the data obtained from

the polariscope and photoelastic study. The value of 1xy is related

to the principal stresses by the following equation:

(01 
- 02)- Txy — 2 

sin 29 (12)

-- ~~~~ - -~~~-~~~~ - -~~~~~~~—- - -.. -- - ~~~~~~~ --~~~~~ -~~~~~~- -~ ~
-—--- _

~~~ -- ~~~~~~~.
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where 9 — acute angle between the direction of the principal
stress o and the plane on which I ac ts

1 xy

The value of - 

~~ 
is obtained from the isochromatic fringe

orders and the value of 9 may be determined from the isoclinics by

correcting the angle of rotation p by an amount equal to the differ-

ence in orientation between the direction of I and the referencexy
axis used to determine ~ initially. It is important to keep the

proper algebraic sign for Txy’ since it can change (especially

dur ing a graphical integration).

Het€nyi gives a step-by-step procedure using Eqs . (10)

through (12) to solve for the stress at interior points in a photo-

elastic model. The following steps are Het4nyi’ s suggested

procedure:13

(1) On a large-scale drawing of the model , draw in the line

A-A along which it is desired to determine the distr ibution of the

stresses (Fig . 2.6) . Divide A-A into a number of equal parts and

arrange the coordinate axes and origin conveniently, so that the

origin falls at one end of A-A (at the edge of the model) and on

one of the axes along it.

(2) On either side of A-A draw B-B and C-C at equal dis-

tances from A-A and separated by a total distance equal to the

length of the uniform intervals already marked off along A-A . This

makes Ax — Ay and

0 — a - &r from Eq. (Il)
y y,o — xy

AT — difference in I at elementary particle on A-A
X}’ from B-B to C_C~

t3V

0 I — 0 at boundary
Yb

(3) Determine the positions at which the isochromatic and

isoclinic lines intersect sections B-B and C-C, and for each 

_~~ —- - - ~-~~~~- -- . - -.-—_- - _ - ---~~~ 
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section plot separate curves for fringe order and angle of

orientation 9, both as functions of distance along the section -

(y in this case). Attempt to make smooth f i t  curves in order to

minimize error for mean values of observations.

(4) From the curves in step 3 scale off ordinates at the

midpoints of the intervals chosen on A-A and compute the values

for I from the corresponding values for n and 9 at these midpoints.
These values are then plotted along the y-axis for sections B-B and

C-C and these curves represent the distributions of the shear
stress along the rectangular elements formed by marking off A-A

and sections B-B and C-C.

(5) The difference in she-a r stress from B-B to C-C at

points corresponding to the middle of each interval represents

in Eq. (11) in step 2 and is numerically equal to tO~,, the

change in normal stress in the y direction along A-A from one sta-
tion to another. By starting at the boundary (O

Y
)

O 
— 0 , the sum-

mation of the values of AT will give the value of 0 at anxy y
interior point as indica ted by the equation.

(6) A more exact procedure for finding the increment tC
would be to employ the equation directly and find the area enclosed

between two intervals along y between I on B-B and C-C, which is

equal to A
~
T
xy~ 

Ay for the interval and then divide by the constant

Ax for the change 0y between the points

— ~O }V from point 1 to point 2

(7) When ,y at all the desired points along A-A has been

calculated , then J~, the normal stress at right angles to A-A , can
be calculated from the following relationship:

— + 
~~1 

- °2~ 
COO 26 (13) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Once ax is known ,- then the principal stresses at the selected

points along line A-A may be calculated using these final

relationships:

0
1 - :x 

~ :~~ 

+ 
:1 E ~ 

(14)

~2 
~~
2 ~ - 

2 (15)

While in princ iple the ~~ear Difference Me thod is quite

simple , there should be a note of caution for any person who
intends to use it. The f i rs t  consideration is tha t an appro~cLmate

solution is being employed . If the data are of sufficient preci-

sion , then accurate results may be obtained . However , it is not

an exact solution . Also , the error using this solution is additiv~
in na ture and appreciable errors may develop . Since the value of

determined by this method may represent the evaluation of a

small difference between -two relatively large quantities , the per-

centage error may be great. Also , for cases in which the results

largely dep end on a , one should be prepared to expect appreciable

errors. If a is small relative to (01 
- 

~~~ 
coo 29, then rela-

tively precise results for 0 may be expected ; but, if the opposite

case is true , then o,~ may have sizable error. Decreasing the size

of Ax and Ay will decrease error considerably, but the experimenter

must be careful to have data which are precise enough to warran t

reductions in the size of Ax and Ay. In essence, the more precise

the da ta and the smaller the intervals of integration , then the

more precise the results.

2.4 Technique for Constructing Stress
Trafec tories from Isoclinic
Pa tterns

Isoclinic parameters unfortunately give the direction of

principal stresses in a form which is extremely difficult to inter-

pret. Due to this fact, it is popular to use the isoclinic

- --—-~~~~~~ - -- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— -~~~~--~~~~~~~
- - ~
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parame ters to construct a stress trajectory diagram or isostatic

diagram. ch apter 4 of this study contains isostatic or stress

trajectory diagrams for all nine photoelastic tests conducted

(see Fig . 4.4) . These stress trajectories are lines where the

principal stresses are normal and tangent at each point. The iso-

static diagrams give a more easily understood picture of the flow

of stress in an area . They do not , however , relate intensity of

stress nor should they be interpreted as lines of equal stress.

They show orientation of principal stress only .

The f i r s t  step in the cons truction of a stress trajectory

diagram is to produce a consolidated isoclinic diagram which con-

sists of a composite drawing showing all the isoclinic parameeers .

There are certain rules concerning the drawing of isoclinics ~ihich

mus t be remembered when drawing the composite isoclinic diagram .6

These rules are:

(1) Isoclinics of alt parameters must pass through isotropic
or singular points .

(2) An isoclinic of one parameter must coincide with an axis
of symmetry in the model if an axis of symmetry exists .

(3) The parameter of an isoclinic intersecting a free boundary
is determined by the slope of the boundary at the point
of intersection.

(4) Isoclinics of all parameters pass through points of con-
centrated load .

Once the composite isoclinic diagram has been drawn , the

stress trajectories may be drawn from it .  It is easiest to use

tracing paper as an overlay to draw the stress trajectories.

Placing the tracing paper over the isoclinic drawing allows the out-

line of the model to be traced and the outline of the ind ividual

parameters to be seen . The correc t procedure to use is outlined

below and shown graphically in Fig. 2.7. The stress trajectories

are initiated on a zero degree isoclinic from arbitrarily spaced

points. It is usually best to select a boundary as the zero degree

isoclinic if at all possible. Lines labeled 1 in Fig. 2.7 and

- - _
~~ _-  ~~- - ~~~—~~~~-—~— -—-- .- - - - - — - ~~~-- ~~~~— _ ~—-- - ~~ -~~~~~~~~- - -~~~~~- 
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oriented 00 from the normal are drawn through each arbitrary point
and continued until they intersect the 10° isoclinic line . The
lines (1) are bisec ted, and a new set of lines (2) is drawn inclined
at 100 to the vertical to the next isoclinic parameter. Again,

these lines are bisected and ano ther set of construction lines (3)

is drawn at 200 to the normal until the next isoclinic is reached .

This process is repeated until  the entire field is covered. The

stress trajectory may then be traced by using lines 1, 2, 3, etc.,
as a guide. The entire process may then be redone working from a
boundary or isoclinic oriented at 900 to the original starting line ,

thus producing a network of isostatics which must intersect each

other at right angles by definition. The network of stress tra-

jectories allows a more easily understood picture of the actual

stress orientation to be produced .

2.5 Me thod s of Confirming Photoelastic
Results

Photoelasticity is a very powerful tool in that it tells

you what is ac tually taking place in the model. However, the

person conducting the test must properly analyze the test data and

correctly interpret what it is telling him. Even with the Shear

~Lfference *thod there must be known data before the interna l

stresses may be calculated . It is important, therefore, to have

me thod s of confirming calculated data and to have ways of checking

assumptions or theories used in analyzing the distribution of

stress.

One of the best checks for solving for stresses is working

toward a free surface. The state of stress at a free edge is known

from the isochromatic diagram. The normal stress at a free edge
must be zero. The orientation of the principal s tresses at a free

edge is also known since the boundary itself is an isoclinic

parameter. Therefore, since

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -~~~~-~~~~~~—-~~~~-—.—- - - -~~ -
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0
1 

- 0
2 
-

where n is the fringe order and f is derived from the properties

and geometry of the model and 0
2 — 0 (free edge). c9 — nf and is

direc tly calculable from the isochromatic d iagram . If one works
toward a free edge and find s that the calculations do not give the
value of stress indicated by the isochromatic diagram , thee some

error exists . The Shear Difference Method is extremely tedious and

lend s itself to numerical errors , so this type of check is very
useful .

Ano ther valuable check is based on the fact that compressive

forces app lied through anchorage systems will become uniform at some

depth for symmetrically loaded members. It is this uniform com-

pression which is so valuable to prestressed concrete. For uniform

compression to develop, however, the isochromatic diagram must
eventually reflect a constant fringe order for the region in ques-

tion. Also, since the difference in shear stress is used to calcu-

late changes in the normal stresses , for uniform stress to exist,
¶ must equal zero or be a cons tant value so that  Ai = 0. Since

xy (0 - 02
) xy

= 
2 

sin 20 and (0 1 
- 02 ) # 0 at  uniform compression ,

then 9 mus t equal 00 or 90° so that ~ — 0 and uniform axial com-xy
pression is indica ted . Since T

~c3’ — 
0, this uniform axial compression

indicated is a principal stress. This region will be marked by a
zero or ninety degree isoclthic . If the isoclinic diagram shows an

area of cons tant 9(9 # 0° , 90°) ,  this area also has a uniform

value of stress, since AIxy — 0; but they are not necessarily
principal nor is one of them equal to zero as is the case for

transverse stresses equalling zero at  uniform compression in

prestressed oncrete. In a region of uniform axial compression

in a photoelastic model simulating a prestressed beam, the corn-

piess ive stress should be equa l to P/A , where P is the uniform

axial load and A is the area over which the load is applied . In a 

- - -~ —-~~~~~~ --~~ 
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two-dimensional photoelastic analysis, this stress is found by

realizing that there really is a third dimension, the thickness of
the model.

A — model thickness X model wid th

P — load applied over area

Stress (uniform) — P/A

This known value of stress provides an excellent check for calcula-

tions and gives greater insight into the photoelastic tests

conducted in this study.

Isotropic points provide valuable knowledge to the dis-
tribution of stresses in a model. An isotropic point is a location

at which the two principal stresses are equal (01 — 02) . As was

mentioned earlier , an isotropic point has the property of having the

stress oriented equally in all directions so all isoclinic parameters

intersect at an isotropic point. If, in addition to being equal,

the principal stresses are zero at the isotropic point, then it marks

a change in the sign of the shear stress and indicates a change from

either compression or tension to the other type of s tress. Iso-

tropic points , therefore, are extremely helpful to the analysis of

pho toe las tic models.

Symmetry is the final tool to be discussed in interpreting

photoelastic models. Symmetry of loading and geometry should create

symmetrical isochromatic and isoclinic diagrams and , hence, sym-

metrical distributions of stresses. Symmetry is demonstrated also

by having the axis of symmetry coincide with an isoclinic parameter .

By properly interpreting symmetry, the investigator can save him-

self a great deal of work by using it to reduce the required calcu-

lations by one-half. Symmetry also provides a check to ensure your

loading conditions are uniform and what you initially desired .

One final thought on photoelasticity should be brought out.
The process is not intend ed to give exact answers. There are a

~

-

~
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great number of variables which come into play which cannot be

exactly accounted for. What photoelasticity does do is to provide

an overview of the distribution of stresses which are actually

created in the model. It gives a visual means of observing what

takes place in the model. Photoelasticity in itself does not give

final answers, but it does give insight which is of value to the

investigator and gives him a starting place for more detailed

studies. Photoelasticity is used when stress distributions are

complicated and not easily understood.

4
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C H A P T E R  3

TEST PROGRAM AND SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION

3.1 Anchorage Models 
-

3.1.1 General. One of the major objectives of this study

was to develop a two-dimensional photoelas tic model which accurately

reflec ted the load ing conditions found in the anchorage zone of a

post-tensioned concrete member . This required that an anchorage

sys tem model be developed . Previous photoelastic tests had externally
loaded a flat plate resting on the photoelastic model.

2 While there

are anchorage systems that can readily be simulated by f la t  p lates ,

there are also commercial anchorage systems which extend internally

into the concrete member . It was fe l t  that a series of anchorage

system models should be developed which accurately reflected the

loading conditions created by the general types of commercial

anchorage systems available. A preliminary investigation was con-

ducted at The University of Texas at Austin concerning types of com-

mercial anchorage systems available. They were divided into three

broad ca tegories: flat bear ing, inset bearing, and conical. Further-

more , the previous work of Cooper5 on anchorage performance in post-
tensioned box girder bridge models had developed one-sixth scale

models of the inset bearing and conical type end anchorages, which
were scaled directly from actual anchorage systems employed on the

United States’ first segmental precast prestressed concrete box

girder bridge, the John F. Kennedy Memorial Causeway in Corpus Christi,

Texas (see Fig s 3.1). This existing work provided the basis for the

d imensions for the photoelastic anchorage models. It was fe l t  the

models should be scaled to typify actua l existing systems . The

45 
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third anchorage system (flat bearing), while not employed by Cooper ,
was scaled to reflect his dimensions for the inset bearing type

anchor so that it would reflect existing prototype dimensions
(see Fig. 3.2).

A material had to be selected from which to construct the

anchorage models. There were two considerations for the selection

of the material . First of all , it was felt that every attempt

should be made to approximate the modular ratio of steel to concrete

so that the photoelastic tests would more accurately reflect the

relationship between the steel anchors and the surrounding concrete.
While exact similitude could not be attained due to the interior
structure of the actual anchorage system which is very different

from the crude representation of the model, it was felt an attemp t

should be made to approximate the actual relationship as closely as

possible. Table 3.1 shows the materials considered and their

-

- . 

respective values of Young’s Modulus of Elasticity.

TABLE 3.1 YOUNG’S MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS

Possible Materials Young’s Modulus of Elasticity

Anchor Materials:

Aluminum 10 x io6
Brass 13-15 x Ia6

Copper 16.5 x lO~
Iron 30 x 10
Lead 2.3 x 106

Steel 29 x io6
Tin 6 xl 06

Photoelastic Materials:

Bakelite (cast) 620 x lO~
Catalin (cast) 200 x lO~
Columbia Resin (cast) 350 x 10

6— Glass (sheet) 10 x 10
Lucite (sheet) 300 x i03

PSM-5 (sheet) 450 x l0~ 

~~- - - - - - - ----- -— —--~~~~ - -~~~--
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CONICAL

F.- 
B b D I  E

INSET BEARING TYPE

vj~I/IIII1
A~ 

( + ) .  cf _- IJ~~~~~IG
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FI
D S.I

Anchorage A B C D E F’ G H
Conical 1.42” .42’ 0.95’ 0.50’ 2.5’ 0.55” 030’ 1.10’

Bsor uig 2.20” .42’ 0.50’ 0.50” 1.0’ 0.50’ 0.85’ —

Fig. 3.1 Cooper’s one-sixth scale model of anchorage sys tems
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ALL DIMS~ IN INCHES

Fig. 3.2 Flat bearing anchorage model 
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An approximate value for the modular ratio of steel to
concrete can be determined as follows:

E — 5 7 0 0 0 d1
E — 57000 4/6000 Assume f’ = 6000 psi for
c 6 prestressed concrete

— 4.42 x 10

E = 29.0 x io6 psi

B
= Modular Ratio — — 6.56

Assuming the use of a commercial photoelastic material such as
PSM- 5 (Pho toelastic Inc. ,  Malvern , PA) and examining Table 3.1 , lead
can be seen to be the material which provides the closest modular
ratio.

E = 450 x l0~ psi (PSM-5)

E = 2 . 3 x 10 6
lead

El d  2.3 x 106 -

E 3 = 5.11
photo 450 x 10

The second consideration for the selection of the material for the

anchorage models was ease of manufacture . Due to the number of

tests proposed (nine) and the small d imensions required for photo-

elas tic tes ts , if each anchor were construc ted from a material which

required machining, considerable time and expense would be requireJ.

If lead were used , molds could be cons truc ted and then lead models
cast from the molds. This would be extremely convenient if a size-

able number of anchorage models were required. It was felt that by

using the same molds to make the anchors, each anchorage would very
closely reflect the previous one and make comparisons between tests

valid .

One drawback to the use of lead was the fact that lead has

high creep tendencies. It was felt, however, that since the 

~~~~~~ - - - --~~~-- - -~~ - - - -  - - ---“~~~--- - - - -
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photoelastic tests were to be conducted at comparatively low loads,

and for short time durations , this creep would not greatly af fec t

the test results. Lead was chosen to be the material from which

the anchorage models would be constructed .

The anchorage models are at best crude approximations of

very complex systems. The classification of existing commercial

systens into three groups leads to further approximations and

simplifications . However, the small dimensions required by photo-

elasticity rule out more complex models. Increased complexity would

not increase the value of the results obtained from photoelasticity,

since photoelasticity itself has limits of accuracy. The ultimate

goal is to be able to draw general comparisons between systems and

not highly precise comparisons .

3.1.2 Flat Bearing Anchorage Model. The flat bearing

anchorage model shown in Fig. 3.2 was selected to represent commer-

cial anchorage systems which have no bearing portions extending into

the anchorage zone of the post-tensioned prototype. This model

very closely approximates the anchorage models used by Christodoulides
in his photoelastic investigations.2 ’3’4 The d imensions of the model

come directly from Cooper ’ s bearing type anchor and are one-half his

scale , which makes them one-twelfth scale models of prototype anchor-

age sys tems.5 While Cooper ran no tests with this type of system,

the current stud y did show commercially available anchorage systems

which are closely approximated by this type of system.

3.1.3 Inset Bearing Anchorage Model. The inset bearing

anchorage reflects a series of commercial anchorage system which are

inset into the concrete anchorage zone and in which load transfer

is carried out by this inset portion as well as external portions

of the anchor. Dimensions for this model came directly from Cooper’s

model and are one-half his scale, or one-twelfth scale of the actual

prototype. Figure 3.3 gives the actual dimensions used for the

photoelastic model. 
-
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3.1.4 Conical Bearing Anchorage Model. The conical
bearing anchorage model reflects  a series of co~~iercial anchorage
sys tems whichare inset into the concrete anchorage zone and are
tapered to some reduced dimension. This inset tapered section is

employed to trans fer load from the anchorage system to the anchorage

zone . As with the previous models , this model is one-half the scale

of the - €ooper model and thus becomes one-twelfth the scale of the

proto type system. Figure 3.4 shows the dimensions used for the

photoelastic model.

3.2 Concrete Anchorage Zone Model

3.2.1 General Considerations. To design a photoelastic

model to represen t the anchorage zone of a post-tensioned concrete

member , a number of factors must be considered , including:

(1) The choice of photoelastic material

(2) The d imensions of the model

t 
(3) The parameters to be s tudied in the model

(4) The cons truction method s employed to build the model

Each of these considerations must be examined in light  of the

desired results and goal s of the investigation. The final objec tive

is to develop a model which is usable and reflects  accurately the

prototype situation .

The choice of photoelastic material is closely related to

3 the construc tion technique to be employed for the model. The model

3 may either be cast using a mold and photoelastic material which ,

when mixed with certain additives , goes from a liquid to a solid
state. This method of construction requires a great deal of effort

as the proces s is long, time-consuming , and complica ted. Controlled
temperatures and environment are required and substantial time is

required for the hardening process to take place. A second choice

is to purchase p r e p a r e d  photoelastic sheets of specified thick-

ness and machine these sheets to the specific shapes required for

_ _ _ _  ----~~~~~~~~~~ -- - - - - ~~~~--~- - ~~ -— -~~~- -~~~~~~---~~~~~- -~~~~~“—--- - - 
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the model. This me thod has the disadvantage of requiring machining,
which can produce residual stresses in the plastic caused by the
heat produced during the machining process. These residual stresses

remain in the plastic and cause problems in analyzing test results.

The photoelastic material selected for the two-dimensional photo -

elastic analysis was a commercially produced photoelastic sheet

known as PSM-5. This material had good sensitivity , very low creep ,
and time-edge effects, and supposedly machined well)~

5 Also, this
material was precalibrated and had a known stress-optical constant

which greatly aided calculations for material constants to be used

in the analysis portion of the investigation. The selection of

plastic sheet for the material also determined the cons truction

technique since the sheet required machining to the shape of the

model. It was felt that the machining process would greatly expe-

dite the preparation of the models for testing as opposed to longer

time required for the casting method .

To determine the dimensions for the model , the existing
work of Cooper5 was employed . Cooper had already generated a model
for a post-tensioned thin-web concrete member from an existing

structure. This model provided an excellent vehicle from which to

develop the photoelastic model (see Fig. 3.5). Since the photo-

elastic analysis was to be two-dimensional, the main concern was

for the dimensions for the planes of action being considered . These

planes of action have already been discussed in Sec. 1.2 and will

not be repeated here. Since the anchorage system models had also

come from Cooper ’s model and were at one-half of his scale, or one-

twelfth prototype scale, the same scale was employed for the anchor-

age zone model , so that the entire test arrangement would reflect
a scaled model of a n existing real world situation. The dimen-

sions for each existing test will be discussed in greater detail in

following sections. 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The final consideration for the design of the anchorage

zone model was to construct it in such a manner that parameters

such as various types of anchorage systems, the presence of a
tendon duct, and variations in geometric orientation of the duct
and anchorage systems could be taken into account. Many of these

parameters are not considered in earlier s tudies and it was felt
that their effects should be included in any series of tests. By

using photoelastic sheet and machining it to any desired configura-
tion, a great deal of flexibility was introduced into the model
design and by carefully designing the model all of the above param-
eters could be examined . Also, using this type of model allowed a

loading sys tem to be employed which actually introduced load by
tension through a tendon which runs through the duc t to the anchor-

age system. This load system, which reflects the actual loading

condition in post-tensioned concrete members, was not used by

Christodoulides in his two-dimensional photoelastic analysis.
2 

It

was hoped by using this type of a model the ef fec t s  of tendon

loading and duct presence could be examined .

The model was designed to simulate as closely as possible

typical boundary conditions found in the prototype anchorage zone.

Figure 3.15 shows the respective boundary conditions considered to

exist in the actual prototype , the photoelastic model , and what
would be used in an analytical model of the prototype. Both sym-

metrical and unsymmetrical loading cases are examined . Across the

tendon duct in the prototype, there is ac tually res traint due to
side cover and s tiffness of the concrete for both the symmetrical
and unsymmetrical loading cases. The photoelastic model, however,

does not reflect this restraint, since it is a two-dimensional model

with a free edge simulating the tendon duct. The photoelastic model

tendon duc t boundary conditions , therefore , do not accurately
reflect the prototype duct boundary conditions. In the analytical

model, however , these restraints in the prototype shown as springs

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~ ---- - ~~~-- - - -—- - -- -~~~~-~~~~~~~ _ _ _  _ _
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across the duct in both Figs. 3.15(a) and (b) can be represented .

For the symmetrical loading condition, since the duct runs along

an axis of symmetry where shear is zero and lateral displacements

are zero , the condition may be shown as a series of rollers [see
Fig. 3.15(a)]. For the unsymmetrical case, the shear is no longer

zero along the duct and the restraint may be shown as a free

boundary with spring linkage [Fig. 3.15(b)]. In a finite element

analysis, these spring forces are generated from the element
stiffness and nodal connectivity . In the prototype, there are

fric tion forces which exist between the steel anchor and the con-

crete . These friction forces also exist in the photoelastic model

between the lead anchor and the photoelastic p lastic . In both

loading cases for Fig. 3.15, these fr ic tion forces are shown as
roller suppor ts at B for the photoelastic model. They are also

reflected in the analytical model in the same manner . The end of

the photoelas tic model is shown as a ser ies of roller connections .
This case exists as long as uniform compression has been reached in

the model. Most designers feel safe to assume this uniform com-

pression exists at a depth equal to the width of the model. The

photoelastic model , however, was only 5 in. deep and its width was
8 in. For certain loading cases , therefore, it is possible uniform
compression may not have been reached , and the assumption of roller
supports along the end would not be correct.

3.2.2 Specimen 1 (Fig . 3.6). Specimen 1 was the first test.

The specimen was made from 0.375 in. thick PSM-5 sheet material.

The anchorage system employed was the flat bearing anchor and the

tendon duct was straight. The anchorage system was centered sym-

metrically on the tes t specimen, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The specimen

is ac tually composed of two pieces of photoelastic sheet which were

placed in the model frame and placed 0.125 in. apart to simulate the

tendon duct. The loading system will be discussed in detail in

succeeding sections. The test was designed to examine end anchorage 

- - - - - - -  —-~~~~ --- --—
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zones which were syonnetrically loaded with f la t  bearing anchorage

systems and straight tendons.

3.2.3 Specimen 2 (Fig. 3.7). Specimen 2 was des igned to
be a synveetrically loaded end anchorage zone emp loying a straight

tend on and an inset bearing anchor . The specimen consisted of two

pieces of photoelastic sheet 0.375 in. thick, which were notched to
a sufficient size so that the inset bearing anchor would fit snugly.

The model was placed in the model frame so that the duct separating

the two pieces would be 0.125 in. wide. The test was designed to

examine the effects of the inset bearing anchorage system on sym-

metrically loaded anchorage zones with straight tendons.

3.2.4 Specimen 3 (Fig . 3.8) . Specimen 3 was des igned to be
a symmetrically loaded end anchorage zone employing a straight

tendon and a conical anchorage system. The specimen consisted of

two pieces of 0.375 in. thick photoelastic sheet with an inclined
wedge machined out so that a conical anchorage model would fit
snugly. The model was p laced in the model frame so that the tendon

duct separating the two pieces would be 0.125 in. apart. The test

was designed to examine the effec ts of the conical anchorage system

on the symmetrically loaded anchorage zone with straight tendons.

3.2.5 Specimen 4 (Fig . 3.9). Specimen 4 was designed to
be an eccentrically loaded end anchorage zone employing a straight

tendon and a flat bearing anchor. The specimen consisted of two

pieces of 0.375 in. thick photoelastic sheet placed in the model

frame so that the tendon duc t would be 0.125 in. wide. The test

was designed to examine the effects of eccentricity on the anchorage

zone with straight tendons without the bias of internal anchorage
systems.

3.2.6 Specimen 5 (Fig. 3.10). Specimen 5 was designed to
be an anchorage zone loaded by an inclined tendon and a flat bearing

anchor. The specimen consisted of two pieces of 0.25 in. thick 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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photoelastic sheet with a notch machined along the top for a flat

bearing anchor to rest at an angle normal to the inclined tendon

duct. The angle of inclination of the tendon duct is 25° from the

vertical. This angle was selected after examining highway bridge

plans for a post-tensioned highway bridge from the State of Illinois

Department of Transportation and the segmenta l box girder members

of the John F. Kennedy Memorial Causeway.5’21 The angle was found

to be representative and quite common. The common angle found on

Cooper ’s specimens was 28°and this compared nicely with the 250
5 -

angle chosen . The tendon duct was designed to be 0.125 in. wide.

The tes t was designed to examine the effec ts of inclined tendon
geometry on the stress distribution of anchorage zone regions . Flat

bearing anchorage systems were used so that ef fec ts  of the tendon

geometry could be more easily observed.

3.2.7 Specimen 6 (Fig. 3.11). Specimen 6 was designed to

be a cross-sectional representation of the web of a post-tensioned

member. The tendon duc t ~as simulated by a 0.25 in. diameter
drilled hole and the load was applied by running a tendon through
the hole and loading it. The scale of this specimen was one-half

of Cooper’s model to include the size of the tendon duct.
5 This

duc t may be slightly larger than what would be expected in the

full-scale prototype , but the difference should not be great. The

specimen consisted of one piece of 0.25 in. thick photoelastic sheet.

The test was designed to examine the effects of tendon pressure on

the duct in draped and inclined tendon duct geometric situations.

3.2.8 Specimen 7 (Fig. 3.12). Specimen 7 was designed to
be a symmetrically loaded anchorage zone with multiple anchors with
straight tendon geometry. The specimen consisted of three pieces

of 0.25 in. thick photoelastic sheet. The specimen was placed in

the model frame so that each duct would be 0.125 in. wide. Two flat

bearing anchorage systems were emp loyed to introduce the load to the

model. The test was designed to examine the effects of multiple
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anchorage systems with straight tendon geometrics. Pure bearing

anchors were used so that the effects of the multiple anchors could
be observed .

3.2.9 Specimen 8 (Fig. 3.13). Spec imen 8 was des igned to
be an anchorage zone loaded by multiple inclined tendons with flat

bearing anchors . The specimen consisted of three pieces of 0.25 in.
thick photoelastic sheet and the tendon orientations were identical
to the tendon orientation used in Specimen 5. The test was designed

to gain insight into the effects of multiple anchorage systems along

with inclined tend on geome try . The tendon ducts were adjusted to be
0.125 in. wide.

3.2.10 Specimen 9 (Fig. 3.14). Spec imen 9 was designed to
be a cross-sec tional representation of the web of a post-tensioned

member with multiple tendons . The specimen consisted of one piece

of 0.25 in. thick photoelastic sheet with two drilled holes with

0.25 in. diameters. The dimensions for the tendon spacings and the

entire model are taken from Cooper ’ s model and are one-half his

scale.5 This test was designed to examine the effects of tendon

pressure on mult iple ducts in draped or inclined tendon duct geome tric

situations.

3.3 Loading System

One of the major objec tives of this inves tigation was to
develop a photoelas tic loading system so that two-dimensional photo-
elastic tests could be conduc ted . The loading system had to be

designed to simulate the loading of the anchorage zone in an actual

post-tensioned concrete member . The system had to be designed to

meet the cons traints of the photoelastic material selected and the

modeling methods employed for the anchorage zone (see Fig. 3.15 for

various boundary conditions). The loading sys tem which was finally

decided upon consisted of two parts which interacted together, the 
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load platform and the model frame. Figure 3.16 shows the actual

system employed .

3.3.1 Load Platform. In a prestressed , post- tensioned

concrete member , the prestressing force is transferred from the

post- tensioning tendon to the anchorage sys tem , which , in turn ,
introduces a cm pressive stress to the concre te member through the

anchorage zone. The loading system for the photoelastic tests

would have to work in approximately the same manner , if an accurate

representation of the anchorage zone stresses was to be obtained.

It was decided to load the model through a tendon which had an

applied tensile load and which ran through the model’s tendon duc t
to the anchorage sys tem , where it was secured . This tensile force

would then be transferred to the photoelastic model ’ s anchorage

zone as a compressive force in much the same manner as in the

ac tual concrete member . Figure 3.17 shows a representation of the

loading sys tem and how it operated . The primary component of the

loading system was the lo~ad platform. This platform consisted of

0.5 in. s teel plate which had slots cut through it, so that an

adjustable securing device consisting of two 1-1/4 x 1-1/4 x 1/4 in.

angles attached to the platform by 3/8 in. bolts passing through

these slots could be used to secure the model in place. In addition ,

there was a slot cut through the platform running between the two

angles wide enough to allow a seven-strand prestressing wire to

pass through the p latform and up the model’ s tendon duc t to the end

anchor (see Fig . 3.17). Force could then be app lied to the tendon

below the platform in the form of weights and the load would be

t transferred to the model in the desired manner . The loading plat-

form, therefore , almost direc tly approximated the loading conditions

in the concrete member . The load was initially app lied to the tendon

by securing buckets to the tendon and adding lead shot to the bucket
until the desired weight was reached . Figure 3.18 shows a plan view

of the loading p latform .

I
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(c) Mode l fr ame and load pla t fo rm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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- :ii ;ii~~~(d) Model frame with model and anchorage system

Fig.  3.16 (Continued )
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3.3.2 Model Frame. A serious problem was introduced by

the use of the photoelastic models discussed in Sec . 3 2 , since
they consisted of separate pieces. These pieces represented the
correct two-dimensional projection of the plane passing through the

tendon duct but did not behave as the real member would , since they
were entirely independent of each other. There were substantial

problems in aligning the separate pieces and in holding them in the
same planes of action . This is an extremely impor tant consideration

for photoelasticity, where light rays passing through the model must

be normal to the model and must enter the model along the same plane.

This problem was remedied by designing a model frame which
held the separate photoelastic pieces in the same orientation and

greatly eased the movement and adjustment of the composite model to

ensure correc t orientation for the tests . In effec t , the model

frame took the separate p ieces of the model and combined them so

that they acted as one member. The model frame , while providing

rigidity to the system dld not introduce stresses into the model

except along the bottom of the frame. These would not affect the

area being investigated around the anchorage. Great care was taken

to ensure that horizontal forces were not introduced into the system

by tightening the side wall (see Fig. 3.17) too tightly. Also , the
separate pieces of each model were placed into the frame so that
they were spaced apart by the proper distance to simulate the tendon

duct. Once the pieces of a model had been properly aligned and

spaced within the model frame, then the entire frame would be placed
on the load platform and secured by the 1-1/4 x 1-1/4 x 1/4 in.

adjustable angles. The anchorage model and the tendon would then

be placed into the system and the test conducted. The nature of the

loading would reduce the pressure between the side wall and the model

even further by tending to pull the model away -from the frame wall

and very little stress was introduced in to the model by this

contact. Figure 3.19 shows the photoelastic model frame .  

----~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3.4 Problems Encountered

3.4.1 Model Problems. The selection of the photoelas tic

model discussed in Sec . 3.2 created other problems which-were not

anticipated and for which there were no obvious solutions . One of

these problems was the creation of residual stresses in the photo -

elastic material by the machining process. Some of the models

required extensive machinine to close tolerances. The selection

of PSM-5 for the photoelastic material had been made taking into

account its supposedly good machining characteristics. It was

hoped that these characteristics would solve any residual stress

problems . Unfortunately , the initial models constructed had exten-

sive residual stresses and attempts to anneal these stresses proved
- - unsuccessful. The annealing process is quite complicated and

requires very sensitive equipment. The best solution to the prob-

lem of residual stresses was to avoid their introduction during the
- 

- machining phase. This required tedious, very slow machining of the

models and required several days for each model. However, as the

machinist developed experience with the material, the residual
stresses were greatly reduced and the problem was controlled . Also,

the initial thickness selected for the photoelastic sheets was

0.375 in., and it was discovered that by reducing the thickness to

0.25 in. the residual stress created by machining was greatly reduced .

Another problem discovered during the testing phase was that

extremely close tolerances were required between the photoelas tic
model and the anchor model to ensure smooth transfer of the load .

Unfortunately, the tolerance required in certain cases could not be

satisfactorily attained (see Sec. 4.3). The load , therefore, was

not uniform in nature and in many cases became a series of concen~
trated loads. This affected the desired symmetry in the isochomatic

and isocline diagrams . Also , the fac t that the anchorage models
were cast from lead crsated a rough surface which would not transfer

stress uniformly to the much smoother photoelastic sheet. This
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also led to isochromatic and isocj.inic diagrams which were not as

symmetrical as desired or which reflec ted concentrated loads instead
of uniform loads. Various different method s were attempted to solve

this problem , but it was a persistent consideration throughout the

entire testing sequence. Section 4.3 discusses the attemp ts to

correc t the problem in greater detail. While it is regrettable that

a completely smooth surface could not be created to ensure the uni-

form transfer of load, such an imperfect condition does reflect the
P actual situation found in the construction of post-tensioned members.

The transfer of load between the anchorage system and the concrete

member is probably far less than perfectly uniform , since there

will be imperfections in the anchor s teel as well as hard and soft

spots in the surrounding concrete , d epending on the location of

hard aggregate and cement along the anchorage. The transfer of load

reflec ted by the photoelastic model , therefore , while not being

perfect may possibly reflect ac tual conditions where transfer of

load between the post-ten.sioning anchorage system and the concrete

member is also not perfect. This is a problem , however, in the
comparison of test resul ts when no two loading conditions are exactly

the same. This situation complicated the analysis of test results .

The final model selec ted did not accurately re f lec t  the

tendon duct in the prototype. When the model was initially designed ,

the free boundary along the tendon duct was not considered a serious

problem. Subsequent testing and comparison with analytical results

showed this failure to reflect  the restraint of the concrete stiff-

ness and side cover in the prototype to the model tendon duc t as a

serious shortcoming of the model which lessened the ability to

properly reflect the full behavior of some of the concrete prototypes.

In spite of this boundary condition shortcoming, substantial useful

information can be determined fro’s the models.

3.4.2 Loading System Problems. There were several problems

encountered with the loading system during the testing sequence 
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which deserve mentioning. The first of these was the need to design

a more adjustable loading system so that the heigh t of platform and
its lateral location could be more easily adjusted when different

areas of interest were discovered on one model or when different

models were tested sequentially .. The system was fairly inflexible

and required too much time to adjust from one area to another. For

any future work, modifications should be employed to the loading

p latform to allow for both vertical and horizontal movement wi thout

having to adjust the entire polariscope.

Another problem was the need to generate higher loads than

were initially anticipated . The loading system worked excellently

but there was a limit to the amount of load which could be app lied .

The gravity sys tem should be enlarged so that larger loads could be
applied to the tendons and in turn create a higher order of iso-

chromatic fringes for more accurate interpretation. This would not

be a complicated problem as all it would require would be enlarging

the loading area and load receptacles so that greater loads could be

employed . The present system would handle loads up to 100 lb/ tend on .

Any future system should be able to double that value.

An addition to the loading system which would have been of

great value would have been the utilization of strain gages and

monitoring equipment so that the value of strain and stress at

various preselected locations on the photoelastic model would have

been known. This added information would have greatly simplified

the analysis of the values of stress at interna l points by the

“Shear Difference Method” (see Sec . 2.3) . It would have provided

valuable information for the analysis of each test specimen . It is

highly recommended that any future work emp loy a series of strain
gages located at key positions on the model.
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C H A P T E R 4

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 General Discussion of Interpretation
of Results

4.1.1 Determination of Stress at Interior Points. The

interpretation of photoelastic results is at best an inexact pro-

cess. The theory surrounding the creation of isoclinic and iso-

chromatic fringes is not difficult nor are the concepts of methods

such as the “Shear Difference Me thod” for determining the state of

stress at interior points in a photoelastic model hard to under-

stand . However, when actually applying these theories, there are

subtle considerations which can substantially affect the results

and which are not readily apparent. The recording of data is an

excellent example. In th~eory., isoclinic and isochromatic fringes

are lines consisting of single points. In ac tuality, these fringes
have discrete widths and are not a neat locus of points. There is

an immediate problem in deciding the line of action for isochromatics

or isoclinics. The best assumption is to assume the center of the

fringe as the line. In the case of isochromatics , the error intro-

duced by this assumption is very small, but in the case of isoclinics

there can be a substantial problem. The dark outline which marks an

isoclinic probably marks a range of parameters which may consist of

several degrees, as opposed to one parameter or one degree reading.

Data, therefore, must be carefully recorded and represents some sub-
jective judgment. In this investigation, isochromatic fringes were

recorded photographically, thus creating a permanent record which

could be analyzed at a later time. The isoclinics, however, were

recorded graphically by tracing the outline of each parameter as it

was projected onto a screen. At the time this process was employed ,

it was felt it would be more than sufficient. However, when the

17
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test data were later analyzed and attempts to use the “Shear

Difference Method” were made , the data were found to lack sensi-

tivity for the method to produce the desired accuracy. The

isochromatic data also showed a lack of sensitivity. In most tests,

a maximum of three clearly definable fringes was produced . Due to

the size of the area which the analysis attemp ted to cover, this

fringe count made it very difficult to determine the exact value of

the fringe constant at any point not falling exactly on the fringe.

Since a compensator of the Babinet or Babinet-Soleil variety was not

employed during the tes ting procedur e, the only method of deter-
mining the value of the fringe parameter was interpolation between

13existing fringes . This also added error to the calculations for

determining the value of stress at interior points . The “Shear

Difference Me thod” wa.e, discussed in detai l  in Sec . 2.3 , including

its sources of error . The method may produce sizable errors if the

data are not suffic tently precise. The method is an approximation

which gets more accurate as smaller intervals of integration are

employed . Unfor tuna tely , fa i r ly  large intervals of integration had
to be maintained due to the relative insensitivity of recorded data

for this series of tests. To augment the visual data, it would have
been extremely helpful also to have employed a series of strain gages

at various points of interest along the model to provide checks and
input into the calculation of stress at interior points. Unfortu-

nately, this concept was also not realized until after the testing

had been completed . Thus , the calculations for the value of stress

at interior points were subject to sizable errors , especially in the

calculation of the transverse tensile stresses. These calculations

will be discussed in more detail when each test is individually dis-

cussed . As has already been mentioned in Sec. 3.4, the difficulty

in obtaining a uniform transfer of load between the anchor and the

model also made it d i f f i cu l t  to compare results, since no two loading

conditions were exactly the same.

_ - - - — - -~~—--—-~~—- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~- -—— - --~~~~-~~ —~~~—~~-——-
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Since strain gages were not employed to determine a

starting value for the calculation of stress at internal points ,
certain assumptions had to be made to provide a value from which to
work. The initial value was located at a point where uniform com-

pression appeared to exist according to isochromatic and isoclinic

diagrams. The stress at this point was assumed to be equal to the

load applied to that portion of the model divided by the cross-

sectional area (P/A). For a model such as the one employed in

Tes t #7 , where the area of interes t was symmetrically loaded , this
assump tion was good and the subsequent values of stress calculated

from it should be fairly accurate. In Tests #1, #3 , and #4 , however ,

where the same assumption was made, it was not entirely correct. In

Tests #1 and #3, the models are symmetrically loaded , but due to the

boundary conditions of the duc t , they ac tually consist of two eccen-

trically loaded pieces. The stress in the segments comprising each

model would be influenced by the moment applied to the segment by

the eccentric loading. The end conditions of the model would not

allow tension to exis t along the base , since the model was not fixed
to the base , and this fur ther affe cted the actual value of stress
existing along the base. The assumption of a uniform compression

existing with a value equal to P/A was overly approximate and

ignored the stresses crea ted by the eccentric load and boundary

conditions. Test #4, while having a smaller model segment for
analysis , had the same factors a f fec t ing  the stresses created in

the model. The values of stress calculated at interior points for

these tests were affected by the error introduced by this assump-

tion of the stress at the initial point. Longitudinal stresses cal-

culated were probably low, since the stresses created by the moment

would tend to increase the compressive stresses found under the load

and decrease the compressive stress on the opposite side of the

neutral axis of the section. The regions of uniform com~r ession

indicated by the photoelastic data probably did not extend across 
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the entire model, but the polariscope was not large enough to show

where the region stopped . The actual calculation of the stress

existing at this point is extremely difficult without additional

information. For comparison purposes, however , as long as the same
assumptions were made in each test and the boundary conditions of
the models were similar , this error in the assumed value of the

uniform compressive stress would not cause major problems . The

tests could still be compared to each other and conclusions deduced .

The values calculated would have an error , but the same error would
exist in both tests , making comparisons possible.

4.1.2 Value of Test Results. The problems in determining

the value of stress at interior points in the photoelas tic models

discussed in Sec . 4.1.1 did not invalidate all data . On the con-

trary , a great deal of direc t information may be obtained from the
data, as well as trends in stress distribution which give

indications of possible trouble areas and can show areas of interest

and regions in the anchorage zone which should merit special atten-

tion . Photoelasticity is never intended to produce exact or precise

calculations, but rather is used to analyze complex problems and

thus guide further studies. This is especially the case with two-

dimensional photoelasticity . If the tes t results which follow are

examined in this light, then they certainly offer valuable and

usable information .

4.2 Test #1--Symmetric Loading with
Single Flat Bearing Anchor

Test #1 was designed to examine the effects  of the f la t

bearing anchor on a symmetrically loaded anchorage zone with a

s traigh t tendon duct. I t  was the f i r s t  test in the series of tests

and was intended to also provide a basis of comparison for successive

tests . This particular loading cond ition had been examined by

Christodoulides in a two-dimensional photoelastic investigation 
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neglecting the tendon duct and using a much smaller model.2 A load

of &!i lbs . was applied to the post-tensioning tendon of the model.

Fig. 4.1 Test #1--Symmetric loading with single
fla t ‘bearing anchor

4 .2.1 Observed Results. The isochr omatic diagram for

Test #1 is shown in Fig . 4.2 and the photograph of the actua l iso-

chromatics is shown in Fig . 4.3. The isochromatic fringe order

denotes the use of a light field as is substantiated by the photo-

graph. The grid employed for the calculations of the stress at

internal points is shown in Pig. 4.2. The isochromatics reflect

acceptable symmetry, but do show nonuniformity of load by differ-

ences in the shape of the diagrams on either side of the tendon

duct. Note also the varying thickness of the isochromatic fringes

and the relative distance between known values of fringe order.

Sec. 4.1.1 outlined problems in determination of the value of the

fringe order between isochromatic lines. Examination of point A

on Fig . 4.2 indicates its isochromatic order (n) could range anywhere

from 1/2 to almost 1-1/2. This determination would be greatly

improved with use of some sort of compensator. The value used in

L -_~— - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- : r ~-::N:u~~~. parvl . 
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Fig. 4.3 Test #1 recorded isochromatics , light field
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this investigation came from a tedious trial and error method

working from a stress at a known point. By observing the 1/2 order

isochromatic , it can be seen to be gradually closing into a con-

stant region which marks the beginning of the region of uniform com-

pression. Since isochromatic frings relate directly to the differ-

ernce in the principal stresses at any point, the isochromatic

diagram is an exact representation of the variation in principal

shear stress in the model.

The isoclinic diagrams shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show good

symmetry and, thus, indicate a fairly uniform load on either side

of the tendon duct. Fig. 4.5 also appears to show a possible

tendency for a large portion of the load to be acting as a concen-

trated load , since the isoclinics tend to converge toward the edge

of the anchor as they would for a concentrated load . The exact

convergence of these isoclinic lines could not be confirmed , since

the isoclinics were not distinct at the anchor surface. The

presence of the 0” or 90° isoèlinic along with the convergence of

the isochromatic diagram distinctly marked the area below level J

as becoming uniform compression. The stress trajectories plotted

in Fig. 4.4 are shown with the isoclinic parameters for the sym-

metrically opposite side of the model. The manner of the flow or

distribution of the principal stresses can be clearly shown by the

isostatics or stress trajectories. The work of Christodoulides in

his investigation of a similar case shoved data which had great

correlation to Test #1 in shape and manner, but, of course, differed

in intensity, due to the use of different geometric and material

properties.
2 Figure 4.46 shows the stress trajectories from

christodoulides ’ work. Comparing the stress trajectories in

Fig. 4.4 to those in Fig. 4.46 in the region of the anchor indicates

generally good correlation. A good correlation also exists between

the tsochromatic diagrams from the two tests, as shown by comparing

Figs. 4.2 and 4.47. 
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The differences which do exist between the two isochromatic

diagrams can be explained by the nonuniform surface conditions

between the anchor and model which tend to disrupt the uniform

transfer of load. Care must be taken not to compare the

Christodoulides ’ test to Test #1 outside the immediate area of the

anchor , as the boundary conditions between the two tests are

different .

4.4 .2 Calculated Resul ts. The calculations for the “Shear

Difference Method” of determining the stress at interior points are

shown in Tables A4.l through A4 .7 j ound in Appendix A. These

calculations are provided to d emons trate the use of the “Shear

Difference Method”. The tables of calculations for all succeeding

tests will be omitted . The grids employed to determine the loca-

tions of the points where the values are calculated are shown both

on Figs. 4.2 and 4.5. The final results are reflected in Figs. 4.6

• 
. and 4.7 which plot the calculated longitudinal and radial principal

• stresses at various levels of depth from the loaded edge of the

model. The assumptions employed to use the “Shear Difference Method”

• are:

• 1. Uniform compression exists at level “.1”

• 2. This uniform compression is assumed equal to 28.5 psi compression

84 lbs .
P/A (8 - O.125)(0.375) 

— 28.5 psi

3. The value for n (fringe order) at level “3”

nf — a1 - a2 f — 160 (for this material)

a - a1 2 28.5 0’ — 0 if uniform
• n —  — — 0.178 2160 160 compression

Trial and error procedures wer e used to determine the relative values

of n ( fringe order) and 0 (i;oclinic parameter) between known data

line., so that the method wou ”d produce the uniform compression at
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the known depth level “3” and when calculated from that point to

the free surface would give a zero value for normal stress at the

free edge (see Sec. 2.5).

The maximum values for stress along the three lines of

action considered are shown below:

Line #1:

Maximum compressive stress a 200.4 psi

_______  
200.4

Ratio= — 28 .45uniform

Maximum transverse tensile stress 90 psi

a
- max 90Ratio = 

~~

, 
_

23 45~~~
3.2

uniform

Maximum shear stress — 160 psi

Ratio — 

•T
max 

28 45 5.6
uniform

Line #2:

Maximum compressive stress — 72 psi

‘
~max 72Ratio — a 28 45 ~ 2.5

uniform

Maximum transverse tensile stress — l68 .1’~ psi

a
max 168.4Ratio — a 

_
28 45~~~

6
uniform

Maximum shear stress — 200 psi

200Ratio — 28.45 ~

Lin~ #3:

Stress at free edge — 5 psi (should be zero)-- respectable
correlation

Known transverse tensile stress at boundary — 80 psi

Ratio — 28.45 ~ 2.8

7- -- -— 7-
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These values reflect appreciable error. The values for the

compressive stresses are not too extreme, however, since a simple

uniform stress calculation shows that the compressive stress at the

anchor should be approximately 230 psi. There is reasonable correla-

tion (230 vs. 200) with the calculated value from the photoelastic

results: 
-

P 84
A 

— — (1.1 - 0.l25)(0 .375) — 229.8
under anchor

The transverse tensile stresses , however, appear to have great error.

They appear to be far too large, with a more acceptable value being

around 0.6 x uniform compression. This value has been confirmed

through many different analytical methods and has receive support

from direct measurements from several different sources.
2’8’~

1 ’~
’8’

19 ,22 ,23 ,24 ,25 An error in the value of the transverse tensile

stress would not be unexpec ted , however . The discussion of error

with the “Shear Differenc.e Method” in Sec . 2.3 stated if 0 was

- 

•
- large relative to (a~ - az) cos 20 , then sizable error may exist

in determining 0~~. This is exactly the presen t case)’3

The value of Figs . 4.6 and 4.7 is that they do reflec t the

trend of the stress. They show the stress is not uniform under

the anchor and reduces as the free edge of the anchor is reached .

Since calculations at free edges are fairly exact, due to the

nature of the isochromatics, the calculation for the transverse

tensile stre8s at station 3 at the free edge is very close to

correct and, as such, indicates large transverse spalling stresses

developed just beyond the edge of the anchor along the free edge.

4.3 Test #2--Symmetric Loading with
Single Inset Bearing Anchor

Test #2 was designed to examine the effects of the inset

bearing anchor on a symmetrically loaded anchorage zone with a

k - - - - 
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straight tendon duct. The test was intend ed to provide data to
analyze the effect of the inset bearing anchor on the stress

distribution.

Fig. 4.8 Test #2--Symmetric loading with
single inset bearing anchor

• 4.3.1 Observed Data. The testing of the inset bearing

anchor was plagued with serious problems from the s tart. There were 
—

extremely close tolerances required between the anchorage model and

the photoelastic model in order tha t they would f i t  properly

together and transfer the load uniformly from the tendon to the

anchorage zone. When the load was applied , the anchor would not

transfer the load uniformly, but rather transferred it as concen-

trated loads. While there was apparent symmetry [see Fig. 4.9(a) ],

the loading was so biased by this tendency of concentrated loads to

exist at the corners of the model where there was contact that the

test became of questionable value. The problem was that the shape 
—

of the anchor required that the photoelastic sheet be machined to an

almost impossible accuracy if uniform loading was to develop. Also,

the fact that the anchor was cast from lead created problems, since

-
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(a) Test #2 recorded isochromatics , ligh t field

~. :
(b) Test ~~~ recorded isochrocnatics , light field

F ig.  4.9 Test Series #2 recorded isochromR tics ,
ligh t Eield
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(c) Test #2B recorded isochroma tics , ligh t f ield

Fig. 4.9 (Continued)
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it. actual dimensions varied slightly with each casting. To remedy

this problem, a second test was conducted, where a photoelastic

epoxy was used to create a bond between the anchor and the photo-

elas tic sheet. It was hoped that this bond would make a smooth

contact between the anchor and the model. The isochomatics for this

test (Test #2A) are shown in Fig . 4.9(b), and while the left-hand

upper portion of the model is showing the development of shear

stresses from uniform loading, the rest of the model shows gross

bias and completely unusable data. A third attempt was made to

improve the bearing of the anchor on the model. A precision-

machined brass anchorage was made which conformed to the existing

photoelastic model slot as closely as possible. This brass anchor-

age model was extremely expensive and had a high level of conform-

ance to the dimensions of the existing model . Test #2B was then

conducted using the brass anchor. The isochromatic diagram is shown

for this test in Fig. 4.9(c). While there is better symmetry than

in Test #2A and the indication of the existence of partial uniform

loading is present, these test results were also too irregular to

be used . It was finally decided not to use Test #2 for comparison

and development of conclusions for stress distribution in the

anchorage zone of post-tensioned members. The decision was made

also not to use the inset bearing anchor in further tests, since

the same problem was likely to develop there also.

Figures 4.10 through 4.12 show the recorded isoclinic dia-

grams for each of the three tests using the inset bearing anchor.

While there are similarities between all three diagrams, note that

each diagram is different for the supposed same loading conditions

(scales are different for each drawing). This indicates that each

test did noc generate the same loading conditions and the stress

distributions were different in each case. Figure 4.13 shows the

stress trajectories for the initial test, Test #2. This drawing

does reflect the nature of the flow of stress since the isoclinics, 
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Fig . 4.11 Test #2A isoclinic diagram
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while different , do all have the same general shape and so indicate —

the same general flow of stress.

4.3.2 Usable Results. The value of Test Series #2 lies in

the fact that a major problem area with the test model was identified .

When the anchorage required close tolerances in the model to provide

a uniform contact area , the test model as designed could not be

- - machined to provide the necessary f i t .  This problem would not be as

critical in the remaining tests, since the other anchorage models,

especially the f lat  bearing model , did not require the tolerances of

the inset bearing anchor. Even the conical anchor is tapered and ,

thus, did not require the exact fit of the inset bearing anchor.

Another value of this test was that it showed how compli-

cated the anchorage zone stress distribution becomes in a member

where the anchorage system doea not have a uniform surface along

which to transfer the tendon load . Reexamining Figs. 4.9(a), (b),

and (c), clearly demonstiates that point. It is very doubtful that

perfect surface contact will exist in any post-tensioned prestressed

member between the anchorage system and the end block.

4.4 Test #3--Symmetric Loading with
Single Conical Anchor

Test #3 was designed to examine the effects of the conical

anchor on a symmetrically loaded end block with a straight tendon

duct. The test was intended to provide a comparison for the results

of Test #1. A load of 85 lbs. was applied to the post-tensioning

tendon.

—.7 .7
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Fig. 4.14 Test #3--Symme tric loading with
single conical anchor

4.4.1 Observed Results. The isochromatic diagram for

Test #3 showed a bias to the right side. The load was apparently

not the same on both sides as there is one more isochromatic fringe

order developed on the left side (see Fig. 4.15). The pattern of

the isochromatics, however, indicates a generally uniform load. It

was decided , therefore, to go ahead with the test analysis and work

with the left side which would give conservative values. The large

number of fringes generated by the conical anchor in comparison to

Test #1 for approximately the same load indicates a much larger

shear stress being created by this type of anchor. There is the

possibility that load concentrations are appearing at the ends of

the anchor bearing directly on the free edge of the model, and very

little load is being transferred along the inclined surface. In

any case, there are extremely high stresses being generated at the

top of the anchor along the edge of the end block. The isochromatic

diagram with its grid and reference points for the determination of

stress at interior points is shown in Fig. 4.15.

~ 
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The isoclinic diagram with the grid is shown in Fig. 4.17.

Only the left  half of the model is shown, since the isoclinics had

good synmie try (as would be expec ted from the isochroma tic diagram)

and only the calculations for the left half of the model were to be

analyzed. The one problem indicated is that the zero degree iso-

clinic is not complete and it 1.8 extremely diff icult to loca te the
start of the uniform compression. The isochromatic diagram shows a

definite area where the 1/2 order fringes merge and this indicates

an approach to an area of uniform compression, but the lack of a
complete zero isoclinic makes visual establishment impossible. The
stress trajector ies calcula ted from the isoclinic parameters are
shown in Fig. 4.18 and give a good visual representation of the

flow of stress.

4.4.2 Calculated Results. The results of the calculations

for stress at interior points using the “Shear Difference Method”

are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. The grids used for the calcula-

tions are shown in Figs. 4.15 ~nd 4.17. The actual calculations

have been omitted bu t they are similar to the sample calculations

shown in Append ix A for Test #1. The assumptions employed to use

the “Shear Difference Method” for Test #3 are:

1. The uniform compression is assumed equal to P/A

P/A — 
(8 _

8.
~~ 0.375) — 28.8 psi compression

2. The value of n (fringe order) at uniform compression

nf — a1 - a2 f — 160 (for this material

a1 - a 2 2 8 8
— 160 — 160 ~ 0.18 02 — 0 if uniform compression

3. Uniform compression begins at level “S”. This was calculated
by starting at the free edge of the model where the stresses
are known and working down line 1 until a value ~ 28.8 psi
compression was reached . Due to the percentage error experi-
anced with the degree of accuracy of the data obtained by the

7-’— --—-. — - -~~~~~~~~~~ -——-— —- 7- .7 - ..— —- - —— i—- — — —  —— ——~~~~~ ——
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Fig . 4.18 Test #3 stress trajectory
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investigation, this level is a rough approximation at best and
an actual level of uniform compression may not exist (see
Sec. 4.1.1).

Once the level of uniform compression was located , the same
method as employed in Test #1 was used to calculate stresses along

lines 2 and 3. It must be emphasized that these results should only 
—

be used to examine trends as there are large errors associated with

them, as has been discussed earlier.

The maximum values for stresses along lines 2 and 3 are

shown below:

Line #1:
Maximum compressive stress — 187.2 psi compression

amex 187.2
Ratio — a 28.8 ~ 6.5uniform

Maximum transverse stress = 80 psi (tension)
amax 80

Ratio — 28 8 ~ 2.8 (calculated at a free
uniform edge, so reliable)

Maximum shear stress = 120 psi 1 5(160) 120 psimax 120 2
Ratio =

a 28.8uniform

Line #2:
Maximum compressive stress — 289.5 psi compression at level B

Ratio — a
_a 

— 
289:5 

~ 10.05
uniform

Maximum transverse stress — 270.5 psi (tension)

a _max 270.5Ra tio
~~~~ 28.8 ~uniform

Maximum shear stress — 520 psi

1max 520
RatiO a — ~~ l8

uniform

L - - -.7- - A
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The values for line 3 are not included as they have no real

comparison with Test #1. The values for the stresses shown above

probably have large errors associated with them and the transverse

tensile Stress values are far too high. However , the errors with

these calculations and with Test #1 are of the same type and com-

paring both sets there is an obvious trend for the conical anchor to

develop larger stresses in every case. This is substantiated by the

isochromatic diagram which is a direc t measure of shear stress where

the conical anchor has developed twice as many fr inges as the flat

bearing anchor. The ratios of maximum shear stresses are taken

directly from the isochroinatic diagram and there is much less error

associated with their calculation. The ratio of maximum shear

stress to uniform compression for the conical anchor is about 18

and for the f la t  bearing anchor is between 6 and 7. This gives the

t conical anchor a development of almost three times as much shear

stress. This tend ency for larger stresses to be developed by the
conical anchor has been indicated in the f ield , where flat bearing
or inset bearing anchors were designed for a structure and tested

- 
- successfully under labora tory condi tions , but conical anchors were

used in the field and cracking problems developed in the structure.
5

Any further study should take a close look at the stresses created

by conical anchors. 
-

4.5 Test #4--Eccentric Loading with
Single Flat Bearing Anchor

Tes t #4 was des igned to examine the ef fe cts of eccentricity
-: of the end anchor on the creation of stresses in the end block.

The flat bearing anchor was emp loyed so tha t the effec ts of the
eccentricity could be analyzed independently of any stresses created

by the type of anchor used . A straight tendon duct was also

employed , so that duct geometry would not enter into the problem .

A load of 76 lbs. was applied to the post-tensioning tendon.

- - - - - -—-.7 -‘-,.7-~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fig. 4.21 Test #4--Eccentric loading with single
flat bearing anchor

4.5.1 Observed Results. The isochroinatic diagram shown in

Fig. 4.22 and the recorded isochromatics shown in Fig . 4.23 show a

markedly d i f ferent  distribution of shear stress be tween the portion

of the model bounded by the free edges (left side) and the larger

portion formed by the remainder of the end block. The larger portion

of the model gives almost the classic distribution for shear stress

due to a uniform load . The other portion d emons trates the effec t

due to the presence of the free edge in the vertical direction . An

immediate observation is that eccentricity and the presence of the

free edge have a marked effect on the distribution of stress in the
anchorage zone. Note also that the isochromatic fringes on the

smaller end block portion do not give a visual location for the

start of uniform compression . 
—

The isoclinic diagram for the smaller end block portion is

shown in Fig. 4.24. The parameters show that the region is very

complicated with large variations in the orientation of the

. 7 - -
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principal stresses. The stress trajectories plotted in Fig. 4.25

also reflect the complicated nature of this region. There appears

to be an isotropic point (a1 — 0
2) along line 1 at level A. The

isoclinic parameters all intersect at that point and this is the

indication for an isotropic point. 6 Looking once again at the iso-
chromatic diagram, this same point lies in an area between 1/2 order —

isochromatics, which means it could have a zero fringe order magni-

tude. If this is the case, then, at that point a1 — a2 — 0.

Examining the recorded isochromatics of. Fig. 4.23, this region has
a very light intensity which would substantiate the presence of no ]
stress at that point. This is extremely important, for if the
stress at that point goes to zero, then it would mark a point where

— the longitudinal stresses went from compression to tension. This

was the first instance of the creation of longitudinal tensile

spalling stresses in any of the tests. Unfortunately, the data were

not sensitive enough in this region to confirm this supposition

using the “Shear Difference Method” . The data would not give

accurate values for n (fringe order) at various points , since all
isochromatic lines in the region have the same order and without

some sort of compensator to interpolate correctly between the iso-

chromatics there was no way of correctly reading these critical

parameters. Also, the isoclinics in this region are extremely close
together and they compound the problem by making it difficult to

get the orientation of the principal stresses at critical points

with the necessary degree of accuracy. However, it is certainly

reasonable to assume the crea tion of longitud inal tensile stresses

and this supposition has been supported by other photoelastic

investigations of the stresses created in anchorage zones of post-

tensioned members .
2’4

4.5.2 Calculated Results. The results of the calculations

for stress at interior points using the “Shear Difference Method”

are shown in Figs. 4.26 and 4.27. The grids used for the
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calculations are shown on Figs. 4.22 and 4.24. The assumptions

employed to use the “Shear Difference Method” are listed below:

1. The uniform compression assumed applied by the load was 70.5 psi

(76/2) 38P/A — 
(l.4375)(0.375) — 

0.539 in.
2 — 70.5 psi

This value correlated well with the apparent value for n — 0.5

n — ~ 0.44 so, 0.44 vs. 0.5 (good correlation)

2. Uniform compression exists at level “I”. This value was taken
from the isocl inic diagram and was a rough estimate marked by
the intersection of the 100 parameters and the continuation of
the 0° isoclinic.

Only lines 3 and 4 were used to generate values for stress

at interior points, because the data were too insensitive to calcu-

late with any accuracy beyond that point. As in all previous tests,

the calculated values for. the transverse tensile stresses are sub-

• ject to large error due to the data available and the nature of the
“Shear Difference Method”. The maximum values for the stresses

along the two lines is shown below:

Line #4:
Maximum compressive stress — 185 psi compression

max 185Ratio — a — ~~ 2.64
uniform

Maximum transverse stress — 215 psi ( tension)

Ra tio — a 
amax 

— ~ 3.05 (very questionable value)
uniform

‘4 Maximum shear stress — 200 psi

Ra tio — — ~ 2.85 2’~(i60) 
— 200 psi

auni form
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Line #3:
Maximum compressive stress — uniform compression — 80 psi
Maximum transverse stress 51 psi tension

0max 51Ratio — = ~~ 0.73
uniform

Maximum shear stress — 20 psi - -

?~(80)
max 20 2 — 2 O psi

Ratio — = ~~~ 0.280uniform

Note that if uniform load distribution were assumed under the anchor ,

the stress there would be equal to 208 psi compression.

76P/A 
(1.1 - 0.l25)(0.375) 

= 208 psi

The calculated photoelastic stress under the anchor at line 4 was

equal to 185 psi. These two numbers are fairly close, however , the
distribution under the anchor - is not uniform and should vary to a

minimum at the free edge of the anchor. This would require, there-

fore, that interior stresses under the anchor go to values somewhat
higher than what would be present under uniform loading conditions .

The compressive stress , therefore, under the anchor at line 4 is
probably low. The value of the compressive stresses at line 3 under

the anchor are also probably low as the intervals of integra tion
were large and at a point just to the right of line 3 in the free

edge the compressive stress would have to be zero. The stress under

the anchor a t line 3 is not zero , but the method of calculation due

to the insensitivity of the data limiting the size of the interval

of integration simply could not be accura te enough to handle those

abrupt changes in boundary conditions .

Compar ing the eccentric loading case to the concentric

loading case found in Test #1, some interesting comparisons may be

drawn. Limiting all stress calculations to those found on free
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edges which may be determined directly from observed data will avoid
errors introduced by the “Shear Difference Method”. The eccentric

case produced apparent longitudinal tensile stresses along the near

vertical free edge of the member. The magnitude of these stresses

can be calculated directly.

0
1 

= 1/2(160) 80 psi (at free edge 02 
— 0)

a1 = 80 psi tension

0
1 _ _ _

0
if 70.5

The concentric case produced no measqrable longitudinal tensile

stresses. Both cases did produce transverse tensile stress just

beyond the anchors along the fr ee hopt~ontal edge, which can be
measured directly. It should be noted that the eccentric case pro-

- I duced a larger region of these transverse tensile stresses than the

concen tric case , but the magnitude o~ the stress was approximately

the same with both area s hav ing a f r1~nge order of 1/2, which indi-
cates transverse tensile stress magnitudes of approximately 80 psi.

Comparing the ratios of these stressQs with their respective values

of uniform compression gives the fol1owir~ results :

Eccentric ratio — 
7
~0

5 ~ 
1.1 Concentric ratio = -~~

2
~~ c~s 2.8

Before drawing any conclusions from these ra tios , however , it should
be remembered the fringe constant “1/2” was not at the free edge in

either case and it may vary at the boundary. Also, as discussed in

Sec. 4.1.1, there was considerable error associated with the assump-

tion of uniform compression for these models , and since they are

geometrically different great caution should be used when relating

uniform compression ratios between t~e two models. In Test #1, the

existence of uniform compression was never substantiated by the iso-

chromatic d iagram , but was assumed fr om the isoclinic d iagra m to

make calculations possible.

- --‘-.7 - - - - - -‘ -j
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4.6 Test #5--Single Flat Bearing
Anchor with Inclined Tend on
Duct

Tes t #5 wa s designed to examine the effec ts of an inclined
tendon duct on the creation of stresses in the end block. A flat

bearing anchor was employed so that the stresses created would not
be affected by an internal anchorage system. The geometric consid-

erations for the end block and tendon duct are discussed in detail

in Sec. 3.2.6. A load of 100 lbs. was applied to the post-tensioning

tend on of the model.

If

Fig.. 4.28 Test #5--Single flat bearing anchor with
inclined tendon duct

4.6.1 Observed Results. The isochroma tic diagram from

Test #5 is shown in Fig. 4.29 and the recorded isochromatics are

shown in Fig. 4.30. These isochromatics show that, due to the
inclina tion of the tendon duc t, the model has two very different
por tions bounded by the duc t. The duct separates the model into

two areas which are totally differen t geometrically, and thus have
- 

- differen t stress distributions . Since the tendon is inclined to 
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the right, the right portion of the model has a much larger base
and the compressive stresses have a much larger area to eventually

spread out to. Just the opposite is true for the left-hand por tion
of the model as well as the fact that the tendon duct acts as a

boundary which orients the stress distribution along it and will not

allow a vertical stress distribution. A vertical stress orientation

is entirely possible in the right-hand portion. The stress trajec-

tories shown in Fig. 4.32 also show this boundary effect.

The isoclinic diagram in Fig. 4.31 shows a region where the

larger portion of the model (note both isoclinic and isostatic dia-

grams reversed from isochroma tic diagram) has a zero degree isoclinic

and , thus , appears to be in uniform compression. The isochromatic

diagram also confirms this uniform compression. The small portion

of the model does not show a region of apparent uniform compression.

It is quite safe to assume the tendon duct inclina tion grea tly
affects the distribution Df stresses within the model. The model,

however, as designed does not reflect any stresses being created in

the model by the pressure of the inclined tendon aga ins t the duct
wall. Also, the isoclinic diagram indicates an isotropic point

located at the corner of the notch holding the anchor. The recorded

isochromatics show the corner to be a point of zero stress, and so

above this point in the model there are apparen t longitudinal tensile
stresses being created.

4.6.2 Recorded Data. The results of the calculations for

stress at interior points are shown in Figs. 4.33 and 4.34. Note

that the model has been broken up into two par ts for analysis

reflecting the geometric differences in the two parts of the model

due to the inclined duct. A slightly different method of solution

was employed for this situa tion . The transverse stresses along

level “E” (see Fig . 4.31) were computed f i rs t  by working from the

free edge of the tendon duct. The longitudina l stresses were then

I
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calculated from these transverse stresses along level E and then the

stresses along lines 1 and 2 on both parts were calculated from the

known values of stress at level E. Great care was taken to use the

proper angle 0 for the calculations in the “Shear Difference Method”,

0 being the angle between the orientation along which rxy ac ts and
the orientation of the principal axes. In all previous tests this

was equal to the isoclinic parameter , since the grid was oriented
along x and y axes which coincided with the horizontal and vertical

axes of the polariscope. In Test #5 , however , the grid was oriented

along the inclined tendon duct , which mean that the isoclinic param-

eter had to be adjusted by the difference in orientation between

the reference axis of the polariacope and the axis of the grid ,

which is the axis along which T acts in this case ( see
6 9 1 2 13 14 

xy
Sec. 2.3). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ This different method of calculation was

employed because symmetry is no longer valid for this model and ,

due to the varying dimensions of the two parts with depth, it is

extremely difficult to determine a uniform compression at any one

level.

The author recommend s a grea t dea l of caution in comparing

the resul ts of this test with previous tests, as the methods for

recording data for this investigation were not sensitive enough for

the “Shear Difference Method” and changing the method of calculation

could change calcula ted values of stress a t the same point using

data from the same test (especially the transverse tensile stresses).

What the calculated results do show are the trends of distribution

along lines which run parallel to the orientation of the tendon duct.

4.7 Test #6--Web Cross Section with
Single Tendon Duct

Test #6 was designed to examine the effects of tendon

pressure on the tendon duct in an inclined or parabolic tendon duct

configuration. The model is a representation of the cross section

-.7 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .7 - - -~~ -. 7-  - --- - - - .7 - 
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Fig. 4.35 Test #6--Web cross section with single
tendon duc t

of the web of a post-tensioned member. The tendon duct is centered

in the web and a tendon runs through the duc t and has a downward

componen t of force due to its inclination. The model is loaded by

running a seven-strand post-tensioning wire through the drilled

hole and applying a tensile force to the strand in such a manner
that the downward component of force applied to the model may be

easily calculated by statics. The tensile load on the tendon was

50 lbs. and the downward component felt by the model was 39 lbs.

• (see Fig. 4.36).

4.7.1 Observed Results. The isochroma tic diagram and

recorded isochromatics are shown in Figs. 4.37 and 4.38. Both these

diagrams show the isochromatic fringes as being symmetrically

located around the tendon duct. They also indicate the load is

tend ing to ac t as a concentra ted load , or point load. An examine-

tion of the isoclinic diagram (Fig. 4.39) substantiates this apparent

point loading by showing the isoclinic parameters all merging at the

~ 

—.7-——---
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DOWNWA RD COMPONENT OF FORCE

?4(25)
. lasibs (each side)

TOTAL D(~~NWARD FORCE S <—PHOTOELASTIC
MODEL

2( 19.51b.). 39 lbs.

4
N 

4
N

LLOADING PLATFORM

TENDON CONFIGURATION
AND APPLIED LOAD

SOlbs.

Fig. 4.36 Test #6 loading plan
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Fig . 4.37 Test #6 isochroma tic diagram , light field
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Fig. 4.38 Test ~:6 recorded isochrornatics , light field
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point of application of the load. The isoclinic diagram also shows

another interesting fact. Along level “D” in the model , there
appears to be a region of zero stress , as shown by the orientation

• of the merging isoclinics indicating the location of isotropic

points on either side of the load . This fact is substantiated by
examining the isochroina tic diagram which has two 1/2 order fringes

merging at line “-D” and indicating a level of zero stress by sym-

metry on either side of the applied load . In fact, the entire duct

is being subjected to circumferential tensile stresses. Below the

duct and under the point of application of the load there are com-

pressive longitudinal stresses and within a short distance of the

applied load a region of uniform compression exists. The isoclinic

diagram also indicates a loading bias. For a completely symmetrical

load , there should be a symmetrical isoclinic diagram. In this

case , there is an obvious bias to the loading, which is even more

clearly shown in the stress trajectory diagram in Fig. 4.40. There

should be an isoclinic parameter running along the axis of symmetry

of the model . The zero degree isoclinic has been biased by the

load , which apparently is not totally vertical and the parameter

does not run along the axis of symmetry as it should . The iso—

chroma tic diagram also shows extremely large maximum shear stresses

directly under the applied load . This also is an excellent indica-

tion of large principal stresses in the same general area .

4.7.2 Calculated Results. The data produced for Test #6

did not lend itself to analysis by the “Shear Difference Method”.

The isoclinic parameters were extremely hard to trace and were

extremely close together which made interpolating between them dif-

ficult and subject to large error , since sinai.]. errors in tracing

resulted in large differences in value for the parameters. Regions

became congested . This made determining the correct location of

parameters very diffio.ilt. The biased load also presented a prob-

1cm , since an axis of symmetry of the model existed , but the exact

—-.7 --~~~~~~~~ - - . ~~~~ - - - ~~~~~~ -~~~~~_ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 4.40 Test #6 stress trajectory
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relationship of the shear stresses across tha t axis of symmetry
was not obvious from the isoclinic diagram, which indicated a

biased load .

There are, however, several calcula tions which could be made
and , thus, determine the magnitude of stresses. The value of uni-

form compression in the model was equal to P/A, since the model was
symmetrically loaded .

39 lbs.Uniform compression — P/A — (l”)(0 25”) 
— 156 psi compression

The photoelastic material constant for the 0.25 in. thick material

was equal to 240, so the value for n at uniform compression was
equal to:

nf (0
1 

- — 0
1 
at uniform compression

n(240) — 156
156

n — ~~~~~— 0.65

The indicated value for n from the isochromatic diagram’s apparent

region of uniform compression was 0.5, so there was correla tion
between these two values. The circumferential tensile stress at

the free edge of the duct at level D-E is also directly computable

and should give an idea of the relative tensile stress in that region.

uf — (a1 - 02
) — a

i , since a t a free edge

(l/2)(240) — 120 psi —
Ratio — 0.77

0uniform

This value of the circumferential tensile stress at that

point is reliable, since there is little error associa ted with the

reading of the isochroma tic fringe order . The maximum shear stress

in the model is also directly measured from the isochromatic data.

---— - — - - ---
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- 

~2 nf 4.5(240)1
max — 2 

— 2 2 — 540 psi
I~~ 1~max 540

Ratio — 0 jj
~~~~

3.5
uniform

- 

- 
The value of 4.5 for n in the last calculation is the last readable

fringe order due to the tendon at that point obscuring vision and

blocking the light. This calculation, therefore, is conservative.

4.8 Test #7--Multiple Flat Bearing
Anchors with Straight Tendons

Tes t #7 was designed to examine the effec ts of mul tiple
anchorage systems on the end block of a post-tensioned concrete

- - member. Flat bearing anchors and straight tendon ducts were employed

so that the effects of other variables on the stresses created in

I 
the anchorage zone could be minimized and the effects of the multiple
anchors could be more clearly observed . A variation of this particu-

lar situation has been investigated by christodoulide. in a two-
dimensional photoelastic investigation neglecting the tendon duct

__________  R~ _________

Fig. 4.41 Test #7--Multiple flat bearing anchors
with straight t.ndcne 

~~~~~~~~~
,- - --—-~~~~— - - -~~~— - -~~~~~~~~ —-  ________
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and using a much smaller model.2 A total load of 130 lbs. was

applied to the model with 65 lbs. being applied to each tendon.

4.8.1 Observed Results. The isochromatic diagram and

recorded iscchromatics are shown in Figs. 4.42 and 4.43. For the

region being studied between the two tendon ducts , there is sym-

metry of isochromatic fringes with some variation directly. under

the anchors which can be attributed to differences in surface con-

tact between the two lead anchor models and the photoelas tic sheet.

The isochromatics give a good indication of the location of the

region of uniform compression. The axis of symmetry of the model

runs through a region between two 1/2 order isochroma tics and pre-

sents a problem in determining the value of the fringe order in

this region.

The isoclinic diagram for this test (Fig. 4.44) shows good

symmetry, with slight variations under each anchor. There is a zero

isoclinic corresponding to the axis of symmetry of the model as
- 2,4wou~ld be expected for symmetrical loading. Christodoulides , in

his work, indicated the existence of a non-zero isotropic point
located along this axis of symmetry (Point 1-1 on Fig. 4.46). While

there is a region along line 3 on the model between levels A and B

which became extremely congested and could have possibly been a

point of intersection for all the isoclinic parameters, the method

of tracing the broad isoclinics when recording them did not allow

for positive confirmation of the existence of this isotropic point.

If Fig. 4.44 is examined , the fact that it may exist cannot be ruled

out and the isotropic point may certainly exist. The isoclinic dia-

gram also shows strong evidence of the existence of uniform coin-

pression at level “0”, which is certainly substantiated by the

isochromatic diagram. The stress trajectories are shown in Fig. 4.45

and they give a good indica tion of the rapid creation of uniform corn-

pression by the confining action of the tendon ducts.

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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Fig . 4.43 Test #7 recorded isochromatics , ligh t field
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F- 
christodoulides conducted a two-dimensional photoelastic

analysis which examined the region between two bearing-type anchors.

His test was very similar to Tes t #7 , except that he neglected the
effects of the tendon duct and loaded his model externally. The

results of the photoelastic test are shown in Figs. 4.46 to 4.48.

These results show a very good correlation with the test results

for Test #7 shown in Figs. 4.42 to 4.45 for the same regions between

the bearing anchors. The differences in the two tests may be
attributed to the presence of the tendon duct in Test #7 and the

surface conditions between the anchor and the model in Test #7 which

do not allow for uniform transfer of load. These differences between

the two tests are not major and the two tests do substantiate one

another.

4.8.2 Calculated Results. The results of the “Shear

Difference Method” are shown in Figs. 4.49 and 4.50. The assumptions

employed to use the methqd are:

1. Uniform compression exists at level “G” due to symmetry in model
and loading

2. Uniform compression is equal to 125 psi compression

P — 65/2 + 65/2 — 65 lbs.A— 2 . 0 7 5 x 0.25— 0.25 ” 0.Sl9 in.
2

0
1 — uniform compression — 65/0.519 in.2 — 125 psi compression

3. The value of the fringe order at level “C” is equal to 0.52

- 

~2 
at C — 125 psi f — 240 (material constant)

125 125
n — —i— — — 0.52
Note: Excellent correlation with observed value of n — 0.50

from iaochroma tic diagram.

4. Symmetry was employed to solve for the stresses along line 3

Trial and error procedures were used to determine the relative values

of n (fringe order) and e (isoclinic parameter) between known data
points, so that the method would produce the uniform compression at

L - - - - - - -
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the known depth “C” and when calculated from that point to the free
surface would give a zero value for normal stress at the free edge.

The same sources of error as discussed in previous tests are

present in this test.

The maximum values for stress along the three lines of

action considered are shown below:

Line #1:
Maximum compressive stress — 363 psi compression

Ratio - ~~ 
amax ~ 

~ 2.9
uniform

Maximum transverse tensile stress — 74 ps i tension
amax 74

Ratio =
a = j~~~~~

0.6
uniform

Maximum shear stress 

60 

— 60 psi

Ratio — a 125
.7 uniform

Line #2 :
Maximum compressive stress — 254 psi compression at

Level A
Ra tio - a 

max 
- 2.0

uniform
Maximum transverse tensile stress — 105 psi tension

Ra tio - max 
- ~~~~~~~~ 

~~~ 0.a 125uniform
Maximum shear stress — 

Ili(240) 180 psi

Ra tio — 
180 psi 

~ 1.44

_ _ _ _
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- 
.7 Line #3:

Maximum compressive stress — 125 psi at uniform compression

Maximum transverse tensile stress — 120 psi tension
amax 120

Ratio — — 0.96

~uniform

Maximum shear stress 

6: 

— 60 psi

Ratio — — 0.5
uniform

The values and ratios for this test showed the best correla-

tion of any of the tests conduc ted to previous analytical and direct

measurement investigations and were fairly close to the work of
2,4Christodoulides. Christodoulides found a maximum compression

ratio on his equivalent of line 2 of Test #7 to be 750/373 ~ 2.0

vs. 2.0 found for Test #7. He found a maximum transverse tension

stress to exist on the axis of symmetry between the models which

was equal to 0.6 uniform compression. While the value for the

corresponding transverse tensile stress in Test #7 was 0.96 uniform

compression, this was the best correlation of any of the tests con-

ducted . It also verified the existence of large transverse tensile

spalling stresses which are created in a region between the two

anchors. The distributions shown in Figs. 4.39 and 4.40 do give

reasonable descriptions of how the stresses are distributed over

dep th in the model.

4.9 Test #8--Multiple Flat Bearing
Anchors with Inclined Tendons

Test #8 was designed to investigate the effect of multiple
anchors with inclined tendons. The test was limited in nature as

no calcula tions for stress a t inter ior points were done and the sole

intention of the test was to provide general information. Flat

bearing anchors were used for the tes t and the incl ina tion of the

- -~~~~~~~~~~ ----—----.7---~~~~~~~~~ —.7 __ - 
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tendon ducts was the same as used in Test #5. A total load of

65 lbs. was applied to each tendon.

Fig. 4.51 Test #8--Multiple fla t bear ing anchors
witb. inclined tendons

The isochromatic diagram shown in Fig. 4.52 gives very little
da ta from which to work. Due to the geometric conditions and notched

end block , there is very little symmetry . The isochromatics do indi-

cate that uniform compression is reached rapidly. There also appears

to be an interaction between the two anchorages, as there is a 1/2
order isochromatic which extends from the edge of one anchor to the
edge of the other. The isoclinic diagram shown in Fig. 4.54 does

little to assist in the analysis of this area. The isoclinics

observed during the testing were close together and obscure. There

.7 was extreme difficulty in observing them and determining their

starting and stopping points. There is an isoclinic zero parameter

which aligns itself with the axis of symmetry of the model indicating

symmetric loading at the point where the parameter runs along the

axis of symmetry. Above that point, however, an extremely complica ted
area exists in which longitudinal tension and compression are being

_ _ _ _ _  .7 —~~
- - 

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 4.53 Test #8 recorded isochroma tics , ligh t fi~ 1d
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created by the different anchors in the same area and their

— interrelationship is not readily obtainable from visual observation.

The stress trajectories in Fig. 4.55 show the effect of the tendon

duc ts in or i~nting the stresses along the free edge orientation

despite theii\natural inclination to assume vertical orientations.

To conduct a detailed investigation of a complex area such —

as the one in Test #8, the investigator should employ every tech-
nique at his disposal to provide as much information about the state

of stress at interior points. He should employ a grid of strain

gages to provide data as well as investigating areas of interest

through photo enlargment so that much more precise data could be

generated and analyzed . Any attempt to emp loy the “Shear Differ-
ence Method” without these additional aids would be extremely dif-

ficul t and would generate errors of such magnitude as to make the
effort of little value.

4.10 Test #9--Web Cross Section

- I with Two Tendon Ducts

Test #9 was designed to augmen t Tes t #6 and provide addi-
tiona l informa tion on the effec ts of tend on pressure on tendon ducts
with inclined or draped configurations. An additional duct was

4 added to the cross section and both ducts were loaded in the same

manner as discussed in Test #6. A load of 60 lbs. was applied to

each tendon but the loading system did not lend itself to the use

of multiple tendons and unequal downward components of load were
provided to the two ducts. The investigation was not intend ed to

genera te exact values , however , so the existence of unequal loadings
was not significant. Also, there was not a large difference between

the two downward components of load.

I — . 7 . 7- - - —
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NOTE: DIAM ETER
OF D R I L L E D  HOLE
IS O.25~ o

0

Fig. 4.56 Test #9--Web cross section with two
tendon ducts

The isochromatic ~fl.agram shown in Fig. 4.57 and the

recorded isochromatics shown in Fig. 4.58 show excellent correla-

tion with Test #6. The top duc t has almost the exact configuration

as found in Test #6. The bottom duc t, however , shows an interest-
ing consideration. The isochroma tic fringe marking a region of

tensile stress in the top duct is missing from the bottom duct.

There are small regions around the bottom duct which may be tensile

and are ind ica ted by small 1/2 order fr inges , but apparen tly the
compressive stress from the top duct has a tendency to remove this

tensile stress. The tendons themselves still apparently act as

concentrated loads.

The isoclinic diagram for Test #9 (Fig. 4.59) once again

depicts an extremely complica ted area around the top duc t and shows

good correlation with Test #6. The bottom duct seems to reflect

the influence of the compressive stresses from the top duct and

has a much simpler orientation. Both bottom and top ducts still

-.7 — - -.7-- - - .7- .-~~~~~—- -- .7-- ~~~-— -
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- reflect loading biases crea ted by the loading system. The stress

- trajectories shown in Fig. 4.60 show best perhaps the influence of

- the top duct in apparently orienting the flow of the stress in the

model and influencing the stresses created in the lower duct.

I
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Fig . 4.60 Test #9 stress trajec tory
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C H A P T E R  5

DISCUSSION OF TESTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

5.1 Testing Procedures

The first two objectives of this investigation were to

(1) develop a two-dimensional photoelas tic model of the anchorage

zone of a thin-web post-tensioned concrete member, and (2) to

develop a photoelastic testing procedure for the model . chapters 3

and 4 have discussed the model design , the testing procedures , and

the results of the tests conducted . A great deal of information

was also genera ted by the inves tiga tions , stemming from the problems
encountered during the conduct of the tests, which would be useful

to investigators conducting subsequent photoelastic studies. The

following section will address itself to a discussion of the lessons

learned concerning the design of the testing model and the conduct

of the photoelastic investigation.

5.1.1 The Anchorage System Models. The selection of lead

as the material for the anchorage models was based on several posi-

tive considera tions , including ease of manufacture, cost of manufac-
ture , and the fact that models cast from the same mold should be

similar for comparisons between different tests. What was not

initially realized was that lead would also create several problems .

The lead anchorage models varied geometrically from casting to

casting. These differences were not large, but the required toler-

ances between the machined surface of the photoelastic sheet and

the anchorage model to ensure a uniform transfer were very close.

The small discrepancies in the dimensions of the anchorage models

caused by the cas ting process crea ted noticeable bias in wha t
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should have been uniform load transfer. Also, the surface of the
lead anchorage model had a rough texture which could not be effec-

tively smoothed. The rough texture tended to crea te points of

concentrated load between the anchorage model and the photoelastic

sheet. These concentra ted loads disrupted the transfer of load and

changed the loading conditions slightly from test to test. The

contact surface conditions did not affect stress distribution at

grea ter dep ths in the models , but they did create slightly different
testing conditions for each test. The consideration to use lead

should no t be ul timately governed by the desire to create similitude
between prototype and model by having the same modular ratios

between the anchorage system and the end block in both prototype

and model. While a corresponding modular ratio for both model and

prototype is certainly desirable, the differences in internal geom-

etry between the models and their prototypes really affects the
-- 

- corresponding stiffnesses to such an extent that similitude is

unobtainable. The decision to use lead , therefore, to provide the
proper modular ratio should not be an overriding criterion. For

future photoelastic studies of this nature, in ligh t of the problems
crea ted by the use of lead for the anchors , it would be better to
take the initial time and expense to machine more exact anchorage

• 
models using a material such as brass. These more durable and pre-

- 

- 
cisc models could then be used for the entire set of experiments to.7 
provide more uniform loading conditions for each test. They would

make it much easier to make comparisons between tests.

5.1.2 Anchorage Zone Model. The use of PSM-5 photoelastic

sheet as the basic component of the anchorage zone model precluded
the use of the more time-consuming, complicated photoelastic casting

procedures to produce the model . The manufactured photoelastic

sheets also provided known ma terial constants which aided greatly

in the reduction of data and calibration of equipment. The machining

of these sheets, however, to cons truct the differen t models crea ted

L - - - -~~- ~~~~~~~~~~—•-- 
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residual stresses which were serious enough to cause rejection of

the initial models constructed . Eventually, as the machinists gained

more experience with the ma terial which is extremely hard to machine,
the creation of residual stresses was reduced until the test models

were usable and the level of residua l stresses presen t would not
affect the test results. Also, a reduction in the thickness of the
photoelastic sheets purchased from 0.375 in. to 0.25 in. reduced the

machining effort and , hence , the creation of residual stresses.
Initial a ttempts were made to annea l the f irs t test models with the
large levels of residual stress to remove the residuals. The

annealing process is extremely delicate and complica ted and the

attempts to remove the residual stresses were unsuccessful. It is

far better to take the time to machine the plastic sheets slowly

and car efully and thus not produce residual stress rather than to
machine carelessly and then attempt to anneal the stresses out of

the model. The machining of the photoelastic sheets presented

another problem in that ft was extremely difficult to match the

machined sheet surface to the anchorage system model and get a

smooth transfer of load . While most of this problem may be attrib-

uted to the lead anch or models , certainly the difficulty in pro-
ducing the exact tolerances required in the anchorage zone model

contributed to the problem . If the casting pr ocess had been used ,

then the model would have been cast with the anchor already in

place and this might have solved the seating problem. Another con-

sideration is that the photoelastic sheet used should be very sensi-

tive photoelastically. The analysis requires as much data as

possible and the presence of a large number of isochromatic fringes

would have been extremely useful. The more insensitive the data,

the more diff icul t the analysis, especially employing the “Shear

Differ ence Method” . The use of the photoelastic sheet for the model

was initially chosen to reflect the effects of the tendon duct on

the anchorage zone. As was shown in Fig. 3.15, the model cons truc ted

from the sheet did not accurately reflect the boundary conditions of

L - - -  - ---- - .7 - — . 7- —
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the tendon duct in the prototype and totally neglected the effects

of restraint along the duct due to side cover and the stiffness of
the concrete. The creation of the free edge along the duct boundary

ac tually introduced stresses , as discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, into the
model which did not exist in the prototype. The assumed “sym-

metrically loaded model” was actually two eccentrically loaded

sections, since each section was independent of the other In the

model. This prevented the formation of uniform compression equal

to the loaded divided by the cross-sectional area in the model , as
would be produ ced in the symmetrical prototype. The disadvantages

of the use of photoelastic sheets greatly outweighed the projected :1

disadvantages considered in the casting of photoelastic material,

and for future pho toelas tic analyses of this type element, it is
recommended that the models be cast, even though the process is fa r
more time-consuming.

5.1.3 Testing Procedures. The conduct of the tests brought

several important considerations to light concerning the procedures

and methods employed . The first and , perhaps , the single most
important consideration would be to take extreme care in the record-

ing of data. In the investigation, isoclinic parameters were

recorded by casting their image on a large screen and then tracing

the images on the screen. This method proved to be too inexact, as

small tracing errors created much greater errors when the data were

used to calculate interior stresses. While the isoclinics traced

gave good general results (stress trajectories, etc.), they were no t
sufficient for detailed results. A solution could be to photograph

the is’clinics similarly to the isochromatics and , also, to use

smaller increments, such as 2° to 50 as opposed to l(P. This makes

the testing procedure much more complicated , however , as a photograph
would be required for each isoclinic . Another consideration would

be to provide an adjusting loading pla tform , so tha t the load could
be more evenly transferred to the anchor. The loading system was

t 
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inflexible and any adjustments in the system were long and involved .

There also was a need to provide higher loads to the model as an

increased load ing capacity coupled with a more sensitive photo-
elastic material would have generated far more sensitive data and

make analysis much easier and certainly more exact. Strain gages
- - should have been employed at various predetermined points on the

models to provide additional data for analysis and verification of

calculated results. The use of strain gages would have provided

exact data to work with and would have eliminated the need for

assumptions concerning the state of stress at certain points from

which to initiate the “Shear Difference Method” of analysis . Some

sor t of compensa tor , such as the “Coker” or “Soleil-Babinet should
have been used to interpret between isochroma tic fringe orders and

determine intermed ia te values of the fr inge order for poin ts loca ted
6 1 3

there. ‘ This would have eliminated a large source of error in

solving for the stress at internal points. Finally , the “Shear
Difference Method” for determining the value of interior stresses

should not be used over a large area unless the data are exact

enough to use very small increments of integra tion and provide
accurate results. The smaller these increments of integration, the

more exact are the calculated results, as long as the data are

exact enough to justify these small increments.

5.2 Test Results

The series of photoelastic tests conducted generated large

values of data in the form of tsoc].inic diagrams , isochromatic dia-
grams , stress trajec tories , trend s in stress distribution, and va lues

at selected internal points. The value of photoelasticity is, how-

ever, that it gives insight into what is taking place in a complicated

stress distribution. While photoelasticity can generate fairly

accura te values for stress , it is not an exact method. It should

be used to determine possible problem area s, provide information

_ _ - .7 -
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concerning the effects on stress of a change in some external

parame ter , and give a starting place for more exact methods of
analysis and correlation for numerical methods of analysis. The

following section discusses the results of the tests conducted with

these goals in mind.

5.2.1 Influet’ce of Anchorage Systems. The tests provided

a good comparison between the conical anchorage system and the flat

bearing system. It is unfortunate that the inset bearing anchor

could not also be evaluated , but it simply did not work satisfactorily

with the testing models designed. What was determined , however, was

tha t the conical anchor sys tem appears to have a marked effect upon
the stress distribution in the anchorage zone. The conical anchor

appears to crea te much higher stresses than does the fla t bear ing
anchor. While there are probably large errors associated with the

interna l stress calcula tions for both Tes ts #1 and #3, the trends
give much higher stresses being created by the conical anchorage.

The isochromatic diagram alone shows a much higher shear stress

being created by the conical anchor as opposed to the flat bearing

anchor. Since the order of the isochroma tic fringes relates to the

difference in the principal stresses, this would also indicate

larger principal stresses being created . Any further investigation

should def initely look deeply into the stresses crea ted by the
conical anchorage system and its effec ts upon the stress distribu-

tion in the anchorage zone.

The maximum shear stresses produced in the two tests reflec t

the effect of the conical anchor to produce higher stresses. The

shear stress is directly measured from the isochroma tic diagram and

is ind ependent of error introduced by the use of the “Shear Di f fe r-

ence Method”. —

Maximum shear stress--flat bearing anchor — 200 psi
(load — 84 lbs.)

Maximum shear stress 200 psiRa tio — Uniform compression 28.5 psi

- ~~~‘ . -—~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~
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Maximum shear stress--conical bearing anchor — 520 psi
(load — 85 lbs.)

Ratio — 
Maximum shear stress 

— 
520 psi 

— 18
Uniform compression 28.8 psi

The conical anchor produced two and one-half times as much maximum
shear stress as did the flat bearing anchor approximately the same

load and geometric conditions. When comparing the maximum com-
pressive stresses produced in the two tests, the conical anchor
maximum principal compressive stress ratio to the uniform compression

was one and one-half times larger than the same ratio for the f l a t

bearing anthor for similar loading conditions. The maximum trans-

verse tensile stress at the free edge just beyond the end of the

anchor for both tests was approximately tI~ same. The interior

transverse tensile stresses , however , were much higher for the coni-
cal anchor , with the conical anchor maximum stress approximately
one and one-half times are large as the flat bearing anchor.

5.2.2 Influence of Eccentricity of Anchorage. Eccentricity

of the anchorage system appears to markedly effect the stress die-

tribution within the anchorage zone. First of all , it tends to

create an extremely complica ted region of stress between the free

edge of the member and itself. The eccentricity appears to create

a region of longitudinal tensile stress in the vicinity of the corner

of the prestressed member close to the edge. The photoelastic tests

indicate the formation of a zero value isotropic point , and earlier

photoelastic investigations also confirm this point, and in so doing
2 ,4

indicate a region of longitudinal tensile stress. The impor tance

of these tensile stresses is that they would be spalling stresses in

the post-tensioned member and would create a problem area in this

spalling zone. The indication of a half-order isochromatic in this

spalling region in Test #4 also indicates that these tensile stresses

along the free edge can be of considerable magnitude and of approxi-

mately the same value as the uniform compressive stresses created

in the model.
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Comparing Test #4 which had an eccentric tendon to Test #1

which had a concentric tendon produced some interesting results.

The load applied to the eccentric case (Test #4) was slightly lower
than the load applied to Test #1 (76 lbs. vs. 84 lbs .) ,  but the
maximum magnitudes for compressive and transverse tensile stress

were approximately the same. The eccentric case produced longi-

tudinal tensile stresses in the nea: corner of the model which wer e
of the same magnitude as the transverse tensile stresses produced

along the free edge of the model just beyond the anchor. The con-

centric case produced no measurable longitudinal tensile stresses.

Comparisons using the uniform compression ratios were avoided as

the two models are not geometrically similar and interpretation of

the comparisons could be misleading (see Sec. 4.1.1).

5.2.3 Influence of Multiple Anchorages. Test #7 provided

an insight into the effects of multiple anchors on the anchorage
zone. The geometry of the tendon ducts tend to create a zone

between the two anchors where a large load must be carried over a

small area at least initially. This is indicated by the high uni-

form compression value produced in the photoelastic model in this

region between the two anchors bounded by the free edges of the
tendon ducts. While the action in the third dimension, which is
neglected in a two-dimensional study, would overcome this reduced

area effec t, it is still a consideration for a plane taken through
the tendon ducts . The multiple anchors tend to create a region of

high transverse tensile stresses between the anchors near the free

edge. This transverse tensile stress region would become a region

of spalling in a post-tensioned concrete member. The stresses

created appear to be of approxima tely the same magnitude as the

uniform compression created in the model. There is also an apparent

tendency for the stress distribution to rapidly go to the uniform

compression s ta te  due to the influence of the two anchors within a

relatively small distance of each other . It should also be noted
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that the multiple anchors produced a syninetrical loading situation

when equal post-tensioning loads were applied . These test results

compared most favorably with previous existing work.
2’4

5.2.4 Influence of Tendon Inclination. Tests #5 and #8

were designed to look into the influence of tendon inclination on

the creation of stress in the anchorage zone. Neither of the tests

really produced data on the stresses which would be caused by the
tend on ’s pressure against the wall of the tendon duct. The tendons

were straight within the duct and created no downward component of

force against the duct.

What was shown, however, was tha t the incl ined tendon duc t
markedly affected the geometry of the anchorage zone and in this

manner had considerable impact on the stresses created. The areas

over which the stress had to be distributed were constantly changing
- - and this affected the distribution of stress with depth. Also , the

geometry of the inclined -tendon duct influenced the orientation of

the principal stresses. The stress trajectories in Tests #5 and #8

show how the tendon duc t acted as a free edge to orient stress flow.
The notches created in the end blocks for the inclined anchors to

res t on may produce longitudinal tensile stresses in regions of the
end block above the loaded surface of the notch.

5.2.5 Influence of Tendon on the Tendon Duct along Cross

Section of Web. Test #6 examined the cross section of the web of a

post-tensioned member. The test was designed to examine the iimnedi-

ate effects around the tendon duc t of the pressure of an inclined or

draped tendon against the tendon duct wall. The testing method

introduced the load to the model while it was sitting in a loading

frame and so the loading frame introduced reactions in the base of

the model which would not actually occur in a post.tensioned member

between its supports. If the analysis is limited, however , to the

region stric tly around the tendon duc t, then these base reactions 

— - .7-- --- ~~~- -—- --.7 — - -- -.7 .
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would not have a great effect and the model should fairly represent

what takes place around the tendon duct of the member. In the test

the applied downward load from the tendon acted much like a concen-

tra ted load and produced compressive stresses below the point of
application of the load and the duct. There were also tensile cir-

cuinferential stresses produced around the duct above the point of

application of the load . This one point is important, because it

indicates the possible creation of tensile forces around the duct

due to tendon pressure against the walls of the duct. If the

pressure between duct and tendon is substantial, then large tens ile
stresses could be produced which could lead to cracking along the

duct from the idside of the member and possibly lead to cracks devel-

oping through the web to the exterior of the member . While it is

dif f icul t  to gauge the intensity of these circumferential tensile

stresses , this situa tion would cer tainly war ran t fur ther study to

I 
determine their actual effects on post-tensioned members. Test #9

showed that when two duc t~s run fairly close to each other, they
influence one another with the compressive stresses created in one

duct appearing to reduce the tensile stresses created around the

other duct below it. Also , both Tests #6 and #9 seemed to indicate

sizable shear stresses created under the point of applica tion of
the tendon pressure in comparison to the load applied . This would

also ind ica te a region of high pr incipal stresses where this maximum
shear stress was also high.

—-------- ---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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C H A P T E R  6

RF.COMM~~DATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to examine the nature of stresses crea ted in the

anchorage zone of post-tensioned ‘-oncrete members using two-

dimensional photoelastic techniques, a total of nine photoelastic

tests was conducted . The loading system, specimen models, and

testing procedures were designed to reflect an actual existing post- .7
tensioned concrete member. The basic variables in the test program

were anchorage system types, eccen tricity of load , multiplicity of

I 
anchors , tendon duct inclination, and effects of tendon pressure on
tendon duct walls. The investigation was exploratory in nature, so

a major portion of the study was devoted to the creation of a usable

two-dimensional photoelastic procedure which would examine the

anchorage zone of a post—tensioned member and provide insight into

the stress distributions created there.

— 6.1 Recommendations for Fur ther
Photoelastic Testing

Based on the results presented in Chap ters 4 and 5, the
following recommendations are made with regard to the conduc t of

future two-dimensional photoelastic investigations. It is hoped

these recommendations will assist future investigators in conducting

their inves tiga tions and provide a source of experience from which
to build on.

(1) Consideration should be given to casting models as opposed
to using photoelastic sheet. While casting models requires a great

dea l more time and exper tise, it may provide a specimen which is
easier to test and which certainly elimina tes the need for exact

175
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machining and more exactly represents the boundary conditions of

the prototype.

(2) The anchorage systems should not be cast from lead , but

rather should be machined from brass and reused throughout the

testing sequence. The brass anchorages would eliminate the problems

in surface transfer of load between anchor and end block model and

also could be machined to very exact tolerances.

(3) A very sensitive photoelastic material should be used which

will generate a large number of isochromatic fringes for a given

load. This will create more sensitive data from which analysi~ may

be more exact.

(4) A compensa tor to interpret values of fringe order for points

located between isochromatic integral fringe orders should be

employed in any future analysis .

(5) The mod els should be broken up into key areas for ana lysis

and enlarged photography employed to produce blown-up photographs of
these areas to aid analysis and provide more exact data for interior

stress calculations.

(6) Isoclinics should be recorded using small differences in

rela tive angle (20 to 5’) and the me thod of recording should be

permanent so that constant reference can be made to the data .

Tracing, unless very carefully performed , is not exact enough for
record ing isoclinics.

(7) Extensive use of s train gages should be employed at key

points on the model to provide exact values for stress at inter~ or

points . This could be extremely valuable as a check of the analysis

using the “Shea r Difference Me thod” .

(8) Extreme care must be taken to ensure the proper orienta tion

of the testing model normal and perfec tly vertical to the incident

light rays.

.7. .’- #. 
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5.2 Recommendations for Fur ther
Anchorage Zone Stress
Investiga tions

Based on the results of the two-dimensional photoelastic

investigation into the anchorage zone bursting stresses created in

post-tensioned concrete members, the following recommendations are

provided for future study. Since the study was exploratory in
nature, and the number of test specimens was few, these recommends-

tions are .jua~itative.

(1) The effec ts of conical end anchors should be s tudied in

detail as they tentatively appear to c~eat large stresses and may

have an adverse effec t on the anchorage zones of post-tensioned
concrete members .

(2) The effects of eccentricity of load should be analyzed to

gain insight into its effect on spalling stresses created in the

corners of post-tensioned concrete members.

(3) The region between multiple anchors should be investigated

as this appears to be a region with high spalling stresses.

(4) A detailed study of the effects of tendon duct inclination

or drape should be conduc ted as the inclined or draped tendon

geometry appears to grea tly affec t the distribution of stres ses
within the anchorage zone.

(5) The e f f ec t s  of tendon pressure on the tendon duct wall

should be investigated as tentative photoelastic analysis indicates

the formation of tensile stresses surrounding the duct.

6.3 Conclusions

The two-dimensional photoelastic analysis conducted provided

valuable insigh t into the anchorage zone bursting stresses created in

} 
post-tensioned concrete. One disappointing portion of the investiga-

tion was the failure to initially generate and record data sensitive

~
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enough to provide accurate results for the calculation of stress

at interior points in the model by the “Shear Difference Method”.

This method can provide accurate results but is prone to error if

the data are insensitive and if internal stress values are not pro-

vided by external means to provide checks and initial starting points

for calculations. The required accuracy in the data is surprisingly

high to provide accurate results using the “Shear Difference Method”.

A great deal of knowledge, however, was provided by the analysis and

while it is qualitative in nature, it certainly is useful and accom-

plishes the goal of photoelasticity, which is to provide understand-

ing of complicated regions of stress. A sumaary of observed results

of the photoelastic tests includes:

(1) Conical anchors appear to create substantially higher shear

and normal stresses than flat bearing anchors.

(2) Eccentricity of tendons develops spelling stresses at the

free edges near cprners in post-tensioned concrete members.

(3) Multiple anchors create high transverse spalling stresses

between the anchorages if the anchors are close together.

(4) Inclined tendons greatly affect geometric considerations

and the manner of distribution of stresses when compared

to straight tendons.

(5) The pressure of the post-tensioning tendon on the duct in

a curved or incliued tendon creates circumferential tensile

stresses around the duct and acts like a concentrated load

to produce compressive stresses below the duct.

The main objectives of the study were accomplished . A two-

dimensional model was developed which partially reflected the actual

geometric and loading conditions found in post-tensioned concrete.

Recomaendationa for improvement of the model to better represent the

proto type were developed . A photoe lastic testing procedure was

— —.-.—— ___ —.“
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developed which was consistent with the model and the procedure was

refined as the testing was conducted. A series of models was tested
and considerable insight into the stress distribution in anchorage

zones of post-tensioned concrete was generated with respect to the

effects of various post-tensioning parameters. A limited source of

F directly measured values for stre ss in the models was provided to be
used in conjunction with analytical and numerical methods of analysis.

The use of the “Shear Difference Method” proved to have large errors

(especially in the calculation of transverse stresses), but did pro-

vide a source of measurement and did show genera l tr ends in distribu- ~. ~

tion of stress over depth. Certain values for internal stress were

accurately calculated directly from the isochromatics. Finally,

extensive insight was provided into the conduct of future photo-

elastic tests to eliminate problems and possible pi tfal ls , and

• insight was provided concerning the distribution of bursting stresses

in anchorage zones of post-tensioned concrete for use in future

investigations .

_ _ _  
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TABLE A4.l TEST #1--SHEAR STRESS 
— 

n(164)~~ 29
‘ —~~~~~ ~~sin 29 2

xy 2 8 0n s i n 26

Level 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4

O A  n — l ~j  n — 2  n~~~?~ n
0 - ~~ 9 - 80 ’  6 — 6 0 °  6 —

54.7 34.64 6.9

n — l  n — l  n 1  n — ¾
A-B 0 — 0 ’  9—80 ° 6=620 9= 60°

O 27.4 66.3 33.2

n — I n — l  n = ½  n — ½
B-C 6 — 0 °  6~~~~ ° 6 = 7 1 0  0 = 5 6 °

O 32.5 24.6 37.1

n — l  n — l  n — 1 ~ n — ¾
C-D 9 = 87.5 e — ~~~~ 0 — 73 .5 $ — 680

6.97 30 21.8 27.8

n — l  n — l  n — ½  n — ~~
D-E 9 — 8 6 . 5  0 — 7 9 °  0 — 7 8 ’  8 = 7 4 0

9.75 30 18.8 21.2

n — l  n — l ~ n — 7 ~ n — ¾
E-F 8 — 870 9 — 8l.~ 9 ~78. r 9 — 770

8.36 11.7 15.6 17.6

n — ¾  n — ¾  n = ½  n — .5
F-C 8 — 8 7 °  9 — 8 4 °  0 = 8 2 0  0 — 8 0 °

4.18 8.3 11.0 13.7

n — .4 n — .4 n — .4 n — .4
C-H 9 — 89° 0 — 860 $ — 84° 0 — 83°1.1 4.4 6.65 7.74

n — .3 n — .3 n — .3 n — .3
H-I 9 — 0 °  0 — 8 8 °  6 - 8 7 0  0 = 8 6 0

0 3.3 2.5 3.3

n — .2 n — .2 n — .2 n — .2
i-j 6 — 0 °  0 — 0 °  0 — 8 9 °  9 —88.~0 0 .6 .84

— —- — - -

-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -
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IABLB A4. 2 CALCULATION OF NORMAL STRESSES--TEST #1, LINE 1
0x — 0y + 

~~1 
- 02) cos 29

0 0 - 0  0 aLevel 0-1 1-2 y 1 2 x

0 -200.4 1¾(160) 
90° +39.6

0-A -O -54.7 54.7

A -145.7 1½(160) 80° +79.8

A-B -o -27.4 27.4 
_______  ______ _______  ______

B -118.29 1(160) 86° +40.15

B-C -0 -32.5 32.5 
_______  ______ _______  ______

C -85.8 1(160) 830 +69.4

C-D -6.97 -30 23.03

D -62.76 1(160) 
82° +91.04

D-E -9.75 -30 20.25 
_______ _______ _______ _______

E -42.51 8(160) 830 +81.7

E-F -8.36 -11.7 3.34 
_______ _______ _______ _______

F -39.17 ¾(160) 84 5° +39.4

F-G -4.18 -8.3 4.12

C -35.05 9
~0) 860 +44.17

C-H -1.1 -4.4 3.3 
_______

H 
- 

-31.75 35(160) 
88° +24.1

H-I -0 -3.3 3.3

I -28.45 2(160) 90° + 3.55

I-J -0 -0 0

-28.45 178(160) 90° 0 

— _—~.---— --. -~
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TABLE A4.3 CALCULATION OF NORMAL STRESSES--TEST #1, LINE 2
— o~, + (q - P) coo 26

Level 1
1~ 2 ‘2 .3 Q-P 8 —

0 -28.64 80 90° +51.4

0-A -54.7 -34.64 -20.06

A -48.7 72° +145.5

A-B -27.4 
— 

-66.3 ~38.9

B -9.8 160 ~~ ° +125.9

B-C -32.5 -24.6 -7.9 
_______ _______ _______ _______

C -17.7 75° +120.9

C-D -30 -21.8 -8.2 ______ ______ _______  ______

D -25.9 128 76.5° +88.1

D-E -30 -18.8 -11.2 
_______ _______ _______ _______

E -37.1 80 780 +35.98

E-F -11.7 -15.6 +3.9 
_______ _______ _______ _______

F -33.2 80 810 +42.9

F-C -8.3 -11.0 +2.7 - 
______ _______  _______  ______

C -30.5 ½
80 84° +47.7

C-H -4.4 -6.65 +2 .25 
_______ _______ _______ _______

H -28.25 56 86° +27.2

H-I -3.3 -2.5 -0.8 
—

I -29 .05 •2
32 88° +2.87

I-I 
______  

-0.6 -0.6 
•178 90° 

-__
0 

-

- - - -----

~

-— --

~

- - - --- - -~~— 
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TABLE A4.4 CALCULATION OF NORMAL STRESSES--TEST #1, LINE 3

Level ‘2-3 ‘3-4 
0 - 

~~2 
a

0 -2.1 80 9~’ +77.9

0-A -34.64 - -13.7 -20.94 
_______  _______  _______  _______

A -23.1 ¾ 60’ +16.9

A-B -66.3 -33.2 -33.1 
_______ _______ _______ _______

B -56.2 80 
580 -21.13

B—C -24.6 -37.1 1-12.5 
_______ _______ _______ _______

C 80 70° +17.6

C-D -21.8 -27.8 +6 _______ _______ _______ _______

D 
• 

~~~~~~~~ 80 73° +28.6

Th~ R ~1 R R  -21 2 + 2 4  _______  _______  ______ ______

E -35.28 760 +35.3

..~_kL_ -15.6 -17.6 +2 
_______ _______ _______ _______

F -33.28 80 79° +40.9

F—C —11.0 -13.7 +2.7 
_______ _______ _______ _______

C -30.6 64 82° +30.9

C-H -6.65 -7 .74 +1.09

H -29.49 48 85° +17.78

H-I -2.5 -3.3 +0.8 
_______ _______ _______ _______

I -28.69 .2 870 +3.13

I-J -0.6 -0.84 +0.24 
_______

j  -28.45 90° 0

C
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TABLE £4.5 CALCULATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES
TEST #1, LINE 1

— Larger principal stress
0
2 — Smaller principal stress

(0 ~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
“- ‘  ~ (a -0 )

Level a 0 0
1 

- 
x + 2 02 

- ~ - 
1
2 
2

0 -200.4 +39.6 
_80.4+:240/2 +39.6

A -145.7 +79.8 ‘32:95+ 24012 +87.0

B -118.29 +40.15 39
9
+
O~~

60/2 440 93

C -85.8 +69.4 
8.2+160/2 +71.8

D -62.76 +91.04 +14.14 + 160/2 -65.86

E -42.51 +81.7 
+19.6+128/2 -44.4

F -39.17 +39.4 +0.115+ 80/2 -39.88

0 -35.05 +44.17 +4.56 + 80/2 35 44

H -31.15 +24.1 -3.82 + -56/2 

— 

+24.18

I -28~45 +3.55 -12.45 + 32/2 +3.55

-14.22 + -28.48/2

- . — —.--—.--

~ -~--~~~~~~—- ~—~~ — •- .---.-
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TABLE A4.6 CALCULATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES —

TEST #1, LINE 2
01 — Larger principal stress

0
2 — Smaller principal stress

- (a
~

4
~ ~ (ar- a2) (0 

~~ ~ (0i 02)Level 0 0 
~1 2 + 2 r 2 — - 

2

0 -28.64 +51.4 11.38 + 80/2 -28.64

A -48.7 +145.5 48.4 + 240/2 -71.6

B -9.8 +125.9 
- 

58.05 + 160/2 -21.45

C -17.7 +120.9 5 1.6+160/2 -28.4

D -25.9 +88.1 
31 .1+128/2 -32.9

— 

E -37.1 +35.98 +39.44

F -33.2 +42.9 85 -35.15

C -30.5 +47 7 
+8.6+80/2 -31.4

H -28 .25 +27.2 -28 525 +27.47

I -29.05 +2.81 ~~3~~~~
9
321~2 +2.91

-28.45/2 + -24.48/2
J -28.45 0 -28.45 0

I .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE A4.7 CALCULATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES
TEST #1, LINE 3

— Larger principal stress

- ________ _______ 

0
2 

— Smaller principal stress

(~~+ir) (0l~~2) I (a -tO ) (0 ~~
Level l — 2 + 2 ~ 2 

— + 1 2

0 -2.1 +77.9 3 7 9
8 .~

0hl2 -2.1

A -23.1 +16.9 -3.1 + -80/2 +36.9
-43.1

B -56.2 -21.13 38
:~~~~6

_80hl2 +1.33

C -43.7 +17.6 43.05 + 80/2 +26 .95

D 

- 

-37.7 +28.6 
- •4•S5 +35.45

E -35.28 +35.3 0.01 + -80/2 -39.99
+40. ~1

F -33.28 +40.9 
_ 3

~~~~3
+

8~
801f2  

+36.19

C -30.6 +30.9 -31.85

H -29.49 +17.78 
_5.

9~8;
4 8 2  

+18.15

I -28.69 +3.13 
l2.78 + 32/2 +3.22

.7 -28.45 0 -28.45 0 
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